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COMPLIANCE TESTING OF GRISSOM AIR FORCE BASE
CENTRAL HEATING PLANT COAL-FIRED BOILERS 3, 4, AND 5,

GRISSOM AIR FORCE BASE, INDIANA

INTRODUCTION

A source emission testing for particulate and visible
emissions was conducted on coal-fired boilers 3, 4, and 5 at the
Grissom Air Force Base Central Heating Plant from 3-21 February
1992 by personnel of the Air Quality Function of the Armstrong
Laboratory, Bioenvironmental Engineering Division (AL/OEBQ).
This survey was requested by 305th Combat Support Group/DE
through Headquarters Strategic Air Command/SGPB to determine
particulate emission compliance status with regards to Indiana
Administrative Code, Title 325 - Air Pollution Control Board,
Article 5, Opacity Regulations (325 IAC 5), and Article 6,
Particulate Regulations (325 IAC 6). A copy of this request is
at Appendix A. Personnel involved with on-site testing are
listed in Appendix B.

DISCUSSION

Background

On 7 November 1986, the Director, Air and Radiation
Division, U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Region V,
issued a notice of violation (NOV) to Grissom AFB for violation
of 325 IAC 5, Opacity Regulations. The NOV was based on
information submitted by the Indiana Department of Environmental
Management and the EPA. Observations indicated that oil-fired
boiler 1 and coal-fired boilers 3 and 4 (boiler 5 was out of
service during the State observations) were out of compliance
with respect to visible emissions.

On 18-23 November 1987, the Air Quality Function conducted
a stationary source sampling survey for particulate emissions on
coal-fired boilers 3 and 4 to determine how emissions compared
with State regulations. Both boilers were tested through the
bypass stack and scrubbers. Air emissions through the bypass
stack were below the standard which was established as 0.80
lb/mmBtu. Boiler 3 emissions through the scrubber were above the
standard while boiler 4 emissions through the scrubber were below
the standard.

On 4-14 March 1988, a second stationary source sampling was
conducted on coal-fired boilers 3 and 5. Boiler 3 was tested
through scrubber A and results were below the emission standard
of 0.80 lb/mmBtu. Boiler 5 emissions through scrubber A were
below the emission standard of 0.60 lb/mmBtu. However, when
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boiler 5 was tested through the bypass stack, results exceeded
the 0.60 lb/mmBtu standard.

Another source sampling survey for particulate matter and
visible emissions was conducted during 29 January 1989 -
15 February 1989 on coal-fired boilers 3, 4, and 5 by the Air
Quality Function. Boiler 3 was tested through scrubber B, boiler
4 through scrubber A, and boiler 5 through scrubber B and the
bypass. Results showed that boiler 3 emissions through scrubber
B and boiler 4 emissions through scrubber A were below the
emission standard of 0.80 lb/mmBtu. Boiler 5 emissions through
scrubber B and the bypass stack were below the emission standard
of 0.60 lb/mmBtu. All visible emissions were below applicable
standards.

On 3-13 December 1990, source emission testing for
particulate matter and visible emissions was conducted on coal-
fired boilers 3, 4, and 5 by the Air Quality Function. All
boilers were tested through the bypass only. Visible emissions
were in compliance with opacity standards. However, all three
boilers exceeded the particulate matter standards. These limits
were established for boilers 3 and 4 as 0.47 lb/mmBtu when
operating at 48 mmBtu/hr and for boiler 5 as 0.37 lb/mmBtu when
operating at 78 mmBtu/hr. According to the State of Indiana, the
emission limits specified during previous testing were erroneous
and new standards were established.

On 14 February 1992, a second NOV was issued to Grissom AFB
for violation of Article 6, Particulate Regulations (326 IAC 6-
2). The NOV stated that boiler units 3 and 5 exceeded the
allowable limit for particulate emissions.

Site Description

The Central Heating Plant operates a total of five boilers
for steam production. Steam capacity for each boiler is
presented in Table 1.

Coal-fired boilers 3, 4, and 5 are spreader-stoker fired
units, each having forced-draft and induced-draft fans and
mechanical fly ash collection systems. Each unit is fitted with
a steam-operated soot blower to remove fly ash and soot from the
heat exchanger tubing. Boiler 5 is also fitted with an
economizer to further increase operating efficiency by preheating
the feed water using exhaust gas heat.

Air pollution control consists of individual multiclone
dust collectors on each boiler and an optional wet scrubber
common to the three coal-fired boilers. The multiclone dust
collectors on boilers 3, 4, and 5 were manufactured by Western
Precipitation Division--Joy Manufacturing Company. The collector
on both boiler 3 and 4 is a model 9VM-10 and consists of 36 9-in.
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diameter cyclonic collectors operating in parallel. The
collector on boiler 5 is a model 9VMU-10 and consists of 48 9-in.
diameter cyclonic collectors operating in parallel. Each unit is
located in the boiler exhaust duct upstream of the induced-draft
fan. Ash collected by the multiclones is carried by gravity to a
hopper.

TABLE 1. GRISSOM AFB HEATING PLANT BOILERS INFORMATION

Steam
Boiler No./ Capacity Year
Manufacturer (lb/hr) (mmBtu/hr) Installed Fuel

l/Springfield 40,000 48 1955 oil
Boiler Co

2/Springfield 40,000 48 1955 oil
Boiler Co

3/Springfield 40,000 48 1955 coal

Boiler Co

4/E. Keeler Co 40,000 48 1960 coal

5/Zurn Ind 65,000 78 1980 coal

The exhaust effluent from each boiler is ducted to a common
breeching and can be routed to the wet-scrubber or a bypass
stack. The scrubber is a double-alkali flue-gas desulfurization
system using soda ash (sodium carbonate) in the scrubbing fluid
and lime (calcium hydroxide) slurry for regeneration of the
scrubbing liquid. There is no requirement at this time to use
the scrubber system because of the low-sulfur coal being used by
the plant. The bypass stack has a 5.5-ft diameter and terminates
approximately 73 ft above ground level. The bypass stack can be
seen in Figure 1. A flue gas flow diagram is shown in Figure 2.

Applicable Standards

The monitoring requirements, opacity regulations, and
particulate regulations are defined under 325 IAC 3, 5, and 6,
respectively. Article 3 states that emissions test shall be
conducted in accordance with procedures and analysis methods
specified in Title 40, Code of Federal Regulations, Part 60,
Appendix A (1). EPA Methods 1-5 were used for the determination of
particulate emissions and Method 9 for visible emissions.

Article 5 states that visible emissions shall not exceed an

average of 40% opacity in 24 consecutive readings or 60% opacity
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for more than a cumulative total of 15 min (60 readings) in a
6-hr period. When conducting a soot blowing operation, visible
emissions may exceed these standards except that visible
emissions may not exceed 60% opacity nor shall visible emissions
in excess of the standards continue for more than 5 min in any
60-min period.

Under 325 IAC 6, the maximum allowable particulate emission
rate from combustion of fuel for indirect heating facilities
(either existing and in operation or with permits to construct

Figure 1. View of Scrubbers and Bypass Stack.
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prior to the effective date of 325 IAC 6, 26 September 1980) is
determined by the following equation:

Pt- Cxaxh
76.5 x Q0.7

5 x N0.25

Where:

Pt - Pounds of particulate matter emitted per million
Btu heat input (lb/mmBtu).

C - Maximum ground level concentration with respect
to distance from the point source at the "critical" wind speed
for level terrain (50 micrograms per cubic meter - provided in
standard).

Q = Total source maximum operating capacity rating in
million Btu per hour (mmBtu/hr) heat input.

N = Number of stacks in fuel burning operation.

a = Plume rise factor (0.67 is used for Q less than
or equal to 1,000 mmBtu/hr heat input).

h = Stack height in feet.

The limits on particulate emissions determined by the equation
and values of the variables applicable to this facility are 0.52
lb/mmBtu for boilers 3 and 4 (operating prior to 8 June 1972) and
0.40 lb/mmBtu for boiler 5 (constructed after 8 June 1972).
These standards apply when boilers 1 and 2 are operated at 36,000
lb/hr (43.2 mmBtu/hr), boilers 3 and 4 are operated at 34,000
lb/hr (40.8 mmBtu/hr) and boiler 5 is operated at 55,250 lb/hr
(66.3 mmBtu/hr). State regulations are presented in Appendix C.

Sampling Methods and Procedures

Boilers 3, 4, and 5 were tested through the bypass stack.
Coordination was made with plant personnel to try and operate
boiler units 3 and 4 at 34,000 ib/hr of steam (40.8 mmBtu/hr) and
boiler unit 5 at 55,250 'b/hr of steam (66.3 mmBtu/hr) during
testing. One of the three runs which comprised a complete test
included a soot blow. Soot blows are indicated on the field data
sheets. Boiler operating logs for the test periods are provided
in Appendix D. These logs indicate hourly steam output and coal
usage. Laboratory results for the coal analysis are provided in
Appendix E. Each coal sample represents an integrated sample
collected over a particular 1-hr test run as noted on the
analysis sheet.
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The 325 IAC 3 requires that all emissions tests be
conducted in accordance with the procedures and analysis methods
specified in 40 CFR 60, Appendix A, Methods 1-5. Therefore, test
methods, equipment, sample train preparations, sampling and
recovery, calibration requirements, and quality assurance were
done in accordance with the methods and procedures outlined in 40
CFR 60, Appendix A.

Sampling ports were in place on the bypass stack and were
located 2 stack diameters upstream from the stack exit and 7
stack diameters downstream from the nearest disturbance (common
breeching inlet). Based on a 5.5-ft inside stack diameter, port
location, and type of sample (particulate), a total of 12
traverse points were determined for emission evaluation. The
sampling time for each sampling run was 60 min, and the sample
time per traverse point was 5 min. The illustration showing port
locations and sampling points is pr'evided in Appendix F.

Prior to each emission test, a preliminary velocity
pressure traverse was accomplished and cyclonic flow was
determined (2). For acceptable flow conditions to exist in a stack,
the average of the absolute values of the flow angles taken at
each traverse point must be less than or equal to 20 degrees.
The resulting flow angles in the bypass stack for boilers 3, 4,
and 5 complied with the standard.

During each sample run, a flue gas sample for Orsat
analysis (measures oxygen, and carbon dioxide for stack gas
molecular determination and emissions correction) was taken.
Orsat sampling and analysis equipment are shown in Figures 3 and
4. Flue gas moisture content, also needed for determination of
gas molecular weight, was determined during particulate sampling.

Particulate samples were collected using the sampling train
shown in Figure 5. Sampling results are shown in Appendixes G, H,
and I. The train consisted of a buttonhook probe nozzle, heated
Inconel probe, heated glass filter, impingers, and pumping and
metering device. The nozzle was sized prior to each test so that
the gas could be sampled isokinetically; in other words, the
velocity at the nozzle tip was the same as the stack gas velocity
at each point sampled. Flue gas velocity pressure was measured
at the nozzle tip using a Type-S Pitot tube connected to 10-in.
inclined-vertical manometer. Type K thermocouples were used to
measure flue gas as well as sampling train temperatures. The
probe was heated to minimize moisture condensation. The heated
filter was used to collect particulate materials. The impinger
train consisted of the following components.

1. First, third and fourth impingers: modified
Greenburg-Smith type.

2. Second impinger: standard Greenburg-Smith was used as a
condenser to collect stack gas moisture. The pumping and

7
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metering system was used to control and monitor the sample gas
flow. Equipment calibration data is presented in Appendix J.

Particulate emissions calculations were done using "Source
Test Calculation and Check Programs for the Hewlett-Packard 41
Calculators" (EPA-340/I-85-018) developed by the EPA Office of
Air Quality Planning and Standards, Research Triangle Park, NC (3).
This is our standard method for calculating emissions data.
Emission calculations from the EPA programs are found in Appendix
K.

Visible emissions were determined during each sample run.
Visible emissions results are presented in Appendixes G through
I.

CONCLUSIONS

Visible emissions averaged less than 40% for all runs
except for time periods where soot blows occurred. Soot blows
did cause opacity to exceed 60% but not for more than a 5-min
period.

Table 2 provides operating parameters for boilers 3, 4,
and 5 during testing and the resultant particulate emission rates
determined from these tests.

In summary, boilers 3 and 4 met the emission standard of
0.52 lb/mmBtu for particulate matter when operating at 34,000
lb/hr (40.8 mmBtu/hr) and boilers 1 and 2 operating at 36,000
lb/hr (43.2 mmBtu/hr).

Boiler 5 did not meet the emission standard for
particulate matter.

RECOMMENDATIONS

Operate boiler units 3 and 4 at 34,000 lb/hr (40.8
mmBtu/hr) in order to meet the particulate matter standard.

We recommend that boiler 5 be fully evaluated and, if
necessary, repaired. All aspects of the boiler, including
operating conditions, control equipment, and maintenance should
be considered.

After action is taken in boiler 5, you may request our
services for another evaluation. Armstrong Laboratory will
remain active in providing consultant and testing services to
Grissom AFB with respect to the heating plant.
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

HEADQ ,O .J'ERS 3"STH <.OffAT SUPPORT GROUP (SAC) St

-- iT - -GRISSOM ,iR FORCE BASE INDIANA 46971 5000

.-T* o' 2 7 SEP 1991

S.... C Heat Plant Stack Emissions Testing

305 ).c-

HQ SAC/SGP2&
AL/OEB
IN T-uR"

1. Request the USAF Armstrong Laboratory conduct stack sanpling of the
Grissc AFB Heat Plant in February 1992. Particulate Matter emission and
opacity tests for coal fired boilers 3, 4, and 5 through the by-pass stack
is necessary to demnstrate compliance with Indiana Air Pollution Control
Board rules. Tihe December 1990 stack testing resulted in particulate rzattcr
emission noncompliance for all three boilers.

2. Sirce stack testing was conducted in December 1990, the control2, project
has been -fficially completed and the multiclone dust collector con: are
being replaced. The new cones will be in place prior to February 1992.

3. Cur point of contact is Ms Marlene Seneca, DSN 928-4579, 305 SPTG/DEV.

DARDL Colonel, USAF cc: FQ SAC/DEVC
Conukander 305 AREFW/JA

305 SPTG/DE4

AIMA3 (18-17)

Peace .... is our Profession
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S-184
INDIANA AIR REGULATIONS 37 1:0529

perlod ocii whi-h tht.y are limited must !j tnt for the entire bubble. greater tha, two hundi,:d fifty (250) mil-
consistent with existing applicable state (2) Bubbles including fugilive emissions lion Btu per hour he4t input capacity and,
rules but no longer than twenty-four (24) (defined in 326 IAC 2-2-I). after January 1, 1992, of greater than one
consecutive hours. (3) Bubbles which will inolude sources hundred (100) million Btu per hour heat

326 IAC 2-4-3 Compliance determina- that are subject to a federal enforcement input capacity shall be monitored for
tion; guidelines action. Federal enforcement action means opacity, nitrogen oxide emissions, sulfur

Sec. 3. (a) Compliance will be deter- an order issued under 42 USC, Section dioxide emissions, and oxygen or carbon
mined based on the emission limitations 7413(a), a civil action under 42 USC, dioxide as required in clauses (A) through
and conditions established in the permits Section 7413(c), a notice imposing non- (D) as follows:
issued in conjunction with the bubble. compliance penalties under 42 USC, Sec- (A) A continuous monitoring system for
Compliance tests shall be performed in tion 7604. the measurement of opacity which meets
accordance with the test methods specified (4) Bubbles resulting in extension of the performance specifications of section 2
in individual rules under this title (326 compliance dater. of this -ule shall be installed, calibrated,
IAC). (5) Bubbles not exempt from di:cersion operated, and maintained in accordance

(b) Records must be kept in accordance modeling under 326 IAC 2-4-2(a)(.')(A) with the procedures of this rule by the
with sub-section (f) of this section and and 326 IAC 2-4-2(a)(4)(B). owner or operator, except under one (I) of
with 326 IAC 2-4-2(a)(9). These records 326 IAC 2-4-5 Public notice: commer., the following conditions:
must be kept for a period of the length of procedure
the permit unless the commissioner re- Sec5. All bubble submittals shall be (i) Gaseous fuel is the only fuel
quires they be kept for a longer period of subject to public notice and comment pro- .-,mbusted.
time. cedures as specified in 326 IAC (ii) Oil or a mixture of gas and oil are

(c) The owner or operator of an emis- 2-1-5(a)(1) and 326 IAC 2-1-5(a)(3), the only fuels combusted and the facility is
sion source under a bubble shall make and in the Clean Air Act, 42 USC, Sec- able to comply with 326 IAC 5-1 and 326
available copies of reports to the commis- tion 7410(a)(2)(H). All bubble proposals IAC 6-2 without utilization of particulate
sioner or its authorized representatives received by the state shall be submitted to matter collection equipment.
upon written request, at any reasonable the U.S. EPA for its comments. However. (iii) A facility owner or operator may
time. which include but are not limited to, only the bubbles submitte, :,) the U.S. petition the commissioner for an adminis-
the nature, specific emission points, and EPA pursuant to 326 IAC 2-4-4 shall trative waiver from these monitoring re-
total quantities of all.emission. constitute SIP revision_. All bubbies ap- quirements if information available to

(d) The bubble shall not exempt any proved by the commissioner will becu:,nc such owner or operator, including facility
,wner/operator from complying with any effective after they are approved by U.S. annu, capacity factors, use and proven
other 3ppliLabi, rule. EPA. efficiency of control equipment, emissions

(e) No owner or operator under the 326 IAC 2-4-6 Effect of future emis- testing and self-monitoring, and control
bubble is relieved the responsibility fo3r sion limitation requirements equipment operation and maintenance
achieving and maintaining a reduction of Sec. 6. Should a new or more restrictive programs indicate that a continuous moni-
emissions as expeditiously as practicable, emission limitation, as required by the toring system is unnecessary to verify con-
but no later than the compliance date board, become applicable to any source tinuous compliance under normal facility
required under the applicable regulation, included in a bubble under this rule (326 operations. Such petition shall be submit-
unless the commissioner grants a later IAC 2-4) the source's permit shall be ted to the commissioner for approval by
compliance date. modified to demonstrate reductions in to- January 1. 1991. A waiver shall be effec-

(f) VOC emission sources subject to this tal bubble emissions equal to the reduction tive upon written approval by the commis-
rule (326 IAC 2-4) shall maintain records required by the new emission standards. sioner. If a facility owner or operator
which include as a minimum all data and 326 IAC 2-4-7 Enforceability chooses to obtain a waiver by limiting a
production information necessary to deter- Sec. 7. All bubbles shall be enforced by capacity factor, such capacity factor shall
mine compliance of the process, equip- the department and may be enforced by not become effective and enforceable
ment, or process line under the bubble, the U.S. EPA as part of the SIP. against such facility owner or operator
This shall include, but not be limited to until the waiver is approved and effective.
the following: ARTICLE 3. MONITORING The commissioner shall not approve such

(1) type of VOC materials applied; REQUIREMENTS waiver for fossil fuel-fired steam gener-
(2) VOC content of materials applied- Rule 1. Continuous Monitoring of ators of greater than two hundred fifty
13) amount of VOC material used; and Emissions [Repealed] (250) million Btu per hour heat input
(4) estimated emission rates. Rule II. Continuous Monitoring of capacity without an enforceable permit
326 IAC 2-4-4 SIP revisions -Emissions condition limiting the annual capacity fac-
Sec. 4. (a) The following types of bub- 326 IAC 3-1.1-1 Applicability of rule; tor to less than thirty percent (30%). The

bles shall be incorporated in the permits monitoring requirements for applicable commissioner may establish conditions in
and submitted to U.S. EPA as SIP pollutants the approval of a waiver to assure compli-
revisions. Sec. 1. (a) Facilities in the following ance with the applicable opacity rule. Fail-

(I) Bubbles which do not have fixed categories shall continuously monitor and ure to continuously meet the requirements
emission limitations for the emission record emissions of air pollutants in ac- for obtaining a waiver or failure to comply
points within the bubble but will have cordance with this rule: with any condition contained in the ap-
single overall emission limit for each pollu- (1) Fossil fuel-fired steam generators of proval of a waiver shall render void any
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waive, issued. for op3 Ly and that other mechods ot performancc specifications and operating
(B) A continuous monitoring system for determining compliance have not been ef- requirements:

the measurement of sulfur dioxide which fective, a continuous monitoring system (1) The performance specifications set
meets the performance specifications of for the measurement of opacity shall be forth in 40 CFR 60, Appendix B*, shall be
section 2 of this rule shall be installed, installed, calibrated, operated, and main- used to certify monitoring equipment in-
calibrated, operated, and maintained if tained in accordance with the procedures stalled pursuant to this rule, except that
sulfur dioxide pollution control equipment of this rule by a facility owner or operator. where reference is made to the "adminis-
has been installed or if such a monitor is The continuous monitoring system shall be trator" in 40 CFR 60, Appendix B, the
needed to determine compliance with 326 installed and in operation within one hun- term "commissioner" shall be inserted for
IAC 12, a construction permit required dred eighty (180) days of notification of a the purposes of this rule, and where con-
under 326 IAC 2, or as provided under final determination by the commissioner tinuous emissions monitors were installed
subsection (e). that such system is necessary. prior to Ma2rch 1983 for m easuring opac-

(C) A continuous rn- ,itoring system for (5) Upon a determination by the com- ity, the performance specibcations in 40
the measurement of nitri,2-n oxides which missioner that a continuous monitoring CFR 60. Appendix B, 1982 E'Lion*, shall
meets the perfor:;ance sp. cifications of system is necessary to determine continu- apply.
section 2 of this rui. shall .e installed, ous compliance for any facility required to (2) Cycling times inclucle the tood time
calibrated, operated, and maw.,ined if obtain a construction permit pursuant to a monitoring system requires to sarmple,
nitrogen oxide pollution control eqtpment 326 IAC 2-2 or 326 IAC 2-3, such facil- analyze, and record an emission measumi-
has been installed or if such a mr,,itor is ity owner or operator shall install a con- ment including the following:
needed to determine compliance with 326 tinuous monitoring system as appropriate. (A) Continuous monitoring systems for
IAC 12, a construction permit required (b) Any facility which is subject to a measuring opacity shall complete a mini-
under 326 IAC 2, or as provided under new source performance standard, pursu- mum of one (1) cycle of operation sam-
subsection (e). ant to 326 IAC 12 or 40 CFR 60*, shall pling. analyzing, and data recording for

(D) A continuous monitoring systern for comply with the monitoring and reporting each successive ten (10) second period.
the measurement of the percent oxygen or requirements as specified for such new (B) Continuous monitoring systems for
carbon dioxide which meets the perform- source performance standard and the re- measuring oxides of nitrogen, carbon mon-
ance specifications u' :ection 2 of this ru!e quirements of this rule. oxide, carbon dioxide, oxygen, hydrogen
shall be installed, cailtrated. operated, (c) Any data collected pursuant to the sulfide, total reduced sulfur, or sulfur di-
and maintained if measuiements of oxy- requirements of this rule may be used for oxide shall complete a minimunn of one
gen or carbon dioxide in the ,u,. gas are determinations of compliance with the ap- (1) cycle of operation (sampling, ai,iAiy
required to convert either sulfur dioxide or plicable limitations. ing, and data recording) for each succes-
nitrogen oxide continuous monitoring (d) The owner or operator of any facil- sive fifteen (15) minute period.
data, or both, to units of the emission ity not specified in subsection (a) may (3) When the effluents from two (2) or
limitation for the particular facility, install, calibrate, operate, and maintain more affected facilities are combined be-

(2) Sulfuric acid sources of greater than systems for the continuous monitoring of fore being released to the atmosphere, the
three hundred (300) tons per day acid emissions. Any data collected and submit- owner or operator may either install a
production capacity shall install, calibrate, ted to the department to determine com- continuous opacity monitoring system on
operate, and maintain a continuous moni- pliance with the requirements of this title the combined effluent or install a continu-
toring system for the measurement of sul- shall be collected and submitted pursuant ous opacity monitoring system comprised
fur dioxide which meets the performance to the requirements of this rule. of, and capable of combining the signals
specifications of section 2 of this rule for (e) Other monitoring requirements are from. component transmissometers on
each sulfuric acid producing facility with- contained in 326 IAC 2-1-3(h) and 326 each effluent stream and shall report the
in such source. IAC 7. results on the combined effluent as re-

(3) Petroleum refinery catalyst regen- *Copies of the Code of Federal Regula- quired. When the effluents from two (2)
erators for fluid bed catalytic cracking tions (CFR) referenced may be obtained or more affected facilities subject to the
units of greater than twenty thousand from the Government Printing Office, same emission standard, other than opac-
(20,000) barrels (eight hundred forty Washington, D.C. 20402. Copies of perti- ity, are combined before being released to
thousand (840.000) gallons) per day fresh nent sections are also available at the the atmosphere, the owner or operator
feed capacity shall install, calibrate, oper- Department of Environmental Manage- may report the results as required for each
ate. and maintain a continuous monitoring ment, Office of Air Management, 105 affected facility or for the combined
system for the measurement of opacity South Meridian Street, Indianapolis, Indi- effluent.
which meets die performance specifica- ana 46225. (4) Instrument full-scale response (up-
tions of section 2 of this rule for each per limit of concentration measurement
regenerator within such source. 326 IAC 3-1.1-2 Minimum perform- range) for all opacity monitoring systems

(4) Upon a determination by the com- ance and operating specifications shall be set at one hundred percent
missioner that a continuous monitoring Sec. 2. Owners and operators of moni- (100%) opacity if possible. In all cases, the
system is necessary to determine continu- toring equipment installed to comply with manufacturer's procedures for calibration
ous compliance with the applicable rules this rule shall comply with the following shall be followed and may result in an
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upscale maxir.,um response of less th,-n Department of Environmental Manage- ing system lasts more than one (I) day,
one hundred percent (IuO%'). Thr mini- :nent, flflu. of Air Management, L05 the department shall be notified as soon ts
mum instrument full-scaie response for South Meridian Street, Indianapolis, Indi- practicable but in no event later than two
gaseous monitoring syster-s shall be set at an? 46225. (2) business days after the b'ginning qf
two hundred percent (200%) of the ex- 326 IAC 3-1.1-3 Notification; record such occurrence. Information of the scope
pected instrument data display output cor- and expected duration of the malfunction
responding to the emission limitation for keeping; reportingSec . () Oner oropertor offacli-shall be provided.
the facility, unless a request for an alter- Sec. 3. (a) Owners or operators of facili (c) Owners or operators shall maintainnate setting is submitted and approved by ties required to install continuous monitor- a file of all measurements, all continuous
the commissioner. ing systems shall prepare a written reportof excess emissions for each calendar quar- monitoring system evaluations, calibration

(5) Locations for installing continuous ter. The report shall include the operating checks, adjustments, and maintenance
monitoring systems or monitoring devices time of the monitored facilities and a de- performed on these systems, and all oher
which vary from those locations Irlvided scription of the nature and cause of the data collected either by the continu, I s* monitoring system or as necessary to c,-
under the performance specifications of 40 excess L'.,issions, if known. Tle averaging monitoring ata o unitssof t ci-
CFR 60, Appendix B may be approved by periods used for data reporting for opacity vert monitoring data to units of the appii-

cable emission limitation, recorded in athe commissioner when the owner or oper- mesuirements shall be six (6) minutes. pae m s itable for in a
ator can demonstrate that installation at The aeraging periods used for data re- The file shall be retained for a period of
alternative locations will enable accurate porting for gaseous measurements shall be two (2) years following the date Of sC
and representative measurements. three (3) hour block periods ending at

(6) Own,-rs or operators of affected fa- 03:00, 06:00, 09:00, 12:00, 15:00, .. measurements, maintenance, reports. an
'records.cilities shall conduct continuous emission 21:00, and 24:00. The required report (d) Owners or operators shall provide

monitoring system performance evalua- shall include, as a minimum, the data written notification to the department as
tions, upon request of the commissioner, in stipulated in this rule. The quarterly ex- sotas practicab to t o th antoorder to demonstrate the continuing com- cess emissions report shall be submitted to so le but not less than two es:
pliance of the continuous emission moni- the department within thirty (30) days we e anticipated date for conductn2
toring systems with performance specifica- following the end of each calendar quarter the performance specifications tests or
tions. For the purpose of this rule, a as follows ' performance sc fc on tinuou
performance evaluation shall mean a (1) For opacity measurements, the ex- performance evaluations of the continuous
quantitative and qualitative evaluation of cess emi:iions summary shall consist of emission monitoring systems, as required
the performance of the continuous emis- each six (6. minute average of opacity by the commissioner under Section 2(6) of
sion monitor in terms of the accuracy, greater than the applicable capacity limit.
precision, reliability, representativeness, For continuous periods of exceedaoce, t:-e (2) The anticipated date for planned
and comparability of the data acquired by summary shall consist of beginning time, relocation of a certified monitor or
the monitoring system. The commissioner ending time, and the magnitude of the replacement of a certified monitor with a

noncertified monitor.
may request owners or operators of affect- highest six (6) minute opacity average
ed facilities to conduct continuous emis- during the period. Average values may be 326 JAC 3-1.1-4 Standard operating
sion monitoring system performance eval- obtained by integration over six (6) min- procedures
uations when the commissioner has reason utes or by arithmetically averaging a mini- Sec. 4. (a) The owner or operator of
to believe, based on review of monitoring mum of six (6) equally spaced, instanta- each affected facility under section I of
data, quality assurance data, inspections, neous, opacity measurements per minute. this rule or 326 IAC 12, who is required to
or other information, that the continuous (2) For gaseous measurements, the monitor emissions on a continuous basis,
emission monitoring system is malfunc- summary shall consist of emission aver- shall submit to the department, by April
tioning or may be providing invalid data ages, in units of the applicable standard, 1, 1992, complete written continuous emis-
over an extended period. A written report for each three (3) hour block period dur- sions monitoring standard operating proce-
containing the complete information of ing which the applicable standard was dures (SOP). In addition, any revision to
such performance evaluations shall be fur- exceeded, the SOP shall be submitted to the depart-
nished to the department within forty-five (3) The date and time identifying each ment. At a minimum, the SOP shall de-
(45) days after the test date. The depart- period during which the continuous moni- scribe complete step-by-step procedures
ment may conduct performance evalua- toring system was inoperative or malfunc- and operations as follows:
tions of the continuous emission monitor- tioning, except for zero (0) and span (1) Calibration procedures shall include
ing systems at any time in order to verify checks, and the nature of system repair or calibration error limits and linearity, cali-
the continued compliance of such systems adjustments shall be reported. bration gas type as applicable, quality,
with the performance specifications. (4) When no excess emissions have oc- and traceability to the National Bureau of

*Copies of the Code of Federal Regula- curred and the continuous monitoring sys- Standards, calibration frequency, criteria
tions (CFR) referenced may be obtained tem has not been inoperative, repaired, or for recalibration, and analysis procedures
from the Government Printing Office. adjusted, such information shall be includ- to periodically verify the accuracy of span
Washington, D.C. 20402. Copies of perti- ed in the report. and calibration standards.
nent sections are also available at the (b) When a malfunction of any monitor- (2) Operation procedures shall include
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daily procedurcs, qu.,,tiviig auo re-ord- a dr, basis anc the following conversion (lbs/wbcmi), determined by
ing daily zero (0). measuring low level procedure used: multiplying the average con-
(average measurement concentration) and centration in parts per million
high level drift which meets the require- E = CF (20.9) (ppm) for each one (1) hour
ments of 40 CFR 60, Appendix B, Per- (20.9 - O0/s period by 4p5 x 105 M
formance Specification 2, Section 4.2*, g/wscm per ppm or 2.59 ×
and other operating parameter checks in- (B) When the owner or operator elects 10-9 M lbs/wscm per pm,
dicating correct operational status. under ths rule to measure carbon dioxideM is pollutant molecu-(3) nde ths rle o mesur cabondioidelar weight in grams per gram-

(3) Preventive maintenance procedures (CO.) in the flue gases, the measurement mole (g/g-mole) or pounds
shall include those procedures taken to of the pollutant concentration and the CO, mole ( b/lbmor e).
ensure continuous operation and to mii th0 oltn ocnrto n h O per pound-mole (lb/lb-mole).ensize contincnou-s oertin ndtomini- concentraiton shall each be on a consistent N = 64.07 f r sulfur dioxide and

m4) Quality con,:c'l and quality assur- basis (wet or dry') and the foiitwin, con- 46.01 for nitrogen oxides.
arze procedures shall include calibration version procedure used: C = as above but measured in
and span and zero (0) drift criteria, exces- terms of pounds per dry
sive diift criteria corrective action for F CF c  (100) standard cubic meter
excessive drift, precision and accuracy au- (% CO 2 ) (!bs/dscm) or grams per dry
dits. correc:ive action for accuracy audits standard cubic meter
failure, dat,; validity criteria, participation (C) When the owner or operator elects (gidscm).
in interlaboratoiy performance audits, and under this rule to measure sulfur dioxide F.Fc = a factor representing a ratio
data recording and calculation audits. or nitrogen oxides in the flue gases, the of the volume of dry flue gas-

(5) Record keeping and reporting proce- measurement of the pollutant concentra- es generated to the calorific
dures shall include data chain of custody, tion and the sulfur dioxide and/or the value of the fuel combusted
reporting of instrument precision and ac- nitrogen oxides concentration shall each (F). dnd a factor representing
curacy, and reporting of emissions data. be on a wet basis and the following conver- a ratio of the volume of car-

(b The commissioner may require a sion procedure used, except where wet bon dioxide generated to the
performance esaluation pursuant to sec- scrubbers are employed or where moisture calorific value of the fuel
,ion 2(6) of this rule or an emissions test is otherwise added to the stack gases: combusted (Fc), respectively.
pu:v,,ant to 326 IAC 3-2.1 if a facility Values of F and Fc are given
owner o, ope,arr fails to submit a SOP or E = C,..Fw (20.9) 'n 40 CFR 60.45(f)*, as
submits a SOP wi,'h fails i. take into (20.9(1-B,,)-,%Ow,) applicable.
account the factors provided under subsec- F, a factor representing a ratio
tion (a). (D) When the owner or operator elects of the volume of wet flue gas-

*Copies of the Code of Federal Regula- under this rule to measure sulfur dioxide es generated to the calorific
tions (CFR) referenced may be obtained or nitrogen oxides in the flue gases, the value of the fuel combusted.
from the Government Printing Office, measurement of the pollutant concentra- Values of F. are:
Washington. D.C. 20402. Copies of perti- tion and the sulfur dioxide and/or the
nent sections are also available at the nitrogen oxides concentration shall each (i) For anthracite coal as classified ac-
Department of Environmental Manage- be or, a wet basis and the following conver- cording to ASTM D388-88, "Standard
ment. Office of Air Management, 105 sion procedure used where wet scrubbers Specification for Classification of Coals
South Meridian Street. Indianapolis, Indi- or moisture is otherwise present in the by Rank"', F, = 1.188 wscm per million
ana 46225. stack gases, provided water vapor content calories (10,580 wscf per million Btu).

of the stack gas is measured at least once (ii) For subbituminous and bituminous
326 IAC 3-1.1-5 Conversion factors every fifteen (15) minutes at the same
Sec. 5. (a) Owners or operators of af- erifte p)iute at te me coal as classified according to ASTM

fected facilities shall use the following point as the pollutant and oxygen mea- D388-88, F, = 1.200 wscm per million
procedures for converting monitoring data surerents are made: calories (10,680 wscf per million Btu).
to units of the standard where ne.essary: E20.9 (iii) For liquid fossil fuels including

(1) For fossil fuel-fired steam gener- E = C,,F crude, residual, and distillate oils, F, =
ators the following procedures shall be (20.9(1-B,.-%O ,,.,) 1.164 wscm per million calories (10,360

used to convert gaseous emission monitor- wscf per million Btu).
ing data in parts per million (ppm) to (E) The values used in the equations (iv) For gaseous fossil fuels:
pounds per million Btu (lbs./MMBtu) under this section are derived as follows: (AA) for natural gas, F. = 1.196 wscm
where necessary. per million calories (10,650 wscf per mil-

(A) When the owner or operator of a Cs = pollutant, concentration at lion Btu);
fossil fuel-fired steam generator elects un- stack conditions in grams per (BB) for propane, F. = 1.150 wscm per
der this rule to measure oxygen (0:) in the wet standard cubic meter million calories (10,240 wscf per million
flue gases. the measurements of the pollu- (g/wscm) or pounds per wet Btu).
tant concentration and oxygen shall be on standard cubic meter (CC) for butane, F , = 1.172 wscm per
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million calories (10,430 -wscf per rni;lion compliance wi; ap!;icable emission telephone at least twenty-one (21) days
Btu). limitations containe, in this title, oi for prior to the proposed test date. If the

any other purpose requiring review and source operator or test firm desires to
Bwa =proportion by volume of wa- approval by the commissioner. Emission change any previously submitted pro-

ter vapor in the ambient air. tests subject to this rule shall be conducted cedures or conditions, the department
B, = proportion by volume of wa- in accordance with any applicable shall be notified of such change as soon as

ter vapor in the stack gas. procedures and analysis methods specified practicabl. prior to the intended teSL date,
in 40 CFR 61, Appendix A and 40 CFR and such changes shall not be made unless

%O, %CO2 = oxygen or carbon dioxide 61, Appendix B *, unless alternative approved by the commissioner prior to the
volume (expressed as percent) determined procedures and methods are approved by test. Reasonable changes in the test
with equipment specified under this rule. the commissioner. protocol that result from emergency

"Copies of the Code of Federal conditions during the test shsil bc
E = po!uta,.t emission, lbs/ Regulations (CFR) referenced may be approved by the crpart.nnt befz,'e the

MMBtu. obtained from the Government Printing test may proceed if a department ,aff
Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. Copies person is available at the test site.

(2) For sulfuric acid sourcs the owner of pertinent sections are also available at Otherwise, post-test approval :-.,y be
or operator shall: the Department of Environmental granted based on reasonable changes

(A) establish a conversion f'actor three Management, Office of Air Management, resulting from emergency or rec-,Jnably
(3) times daily according to the proce- 105 South Meridian Street, Indianapolis, unforeseeable conditions during the test.
dures of 40 CFR 60.84(b)*; Indiana 46225. (d) The department reserves the right to

(B) multiply the conversion factor by 326 IAC 3-2.1-2 Source test protocols conduct any portion of the reference
the average sulfur dioxide concentration in Sec. 2. (a) When an emissions test is to method tests utilizing equipment supplied
the flue gases to obtain average sulfur he performed by any person other than the by the department. Notice of acceptable
dioxide emissions in pounds per ton department, a test protocol form shall be test procedures shall be given to the source
(lbs/ton); and completed and submitted to the and its testing representative.

(C) report the average sulfur dioxide department no later than thirty-five (35) (e) The source operator shall notify the
emissions for each three (3) hour period in days prior to the intended - ... S department of the actual test dc:-- at leas,
excess of the emission standard set forth in t t-326 JAC7n the qusi tart seortn t, ;t protocol shall be 3! .Lfrr approved Lwo (2) weeks prior to the date.
326 IAC 7 in the quarterly summary. . by the -nm.:,sioner or shall contain 326 IAC 3-2.1-3 Emission testing

(b) Alternate procedures for computing inforn:aiiun equivalent to that required on Sec. 3. (a) Department staff may
emission averages that do not require inte- the form apprcved hy the commissioner. observe the field test procedures and
gration of data or alternative methods ofconertiong ofltan oe trati met s o .b) After rv-!uating the completed test source operation during the test.
converting pollutant concentration inea- protocol form, the d '.r:-:'r ., ,nav:(bAlemsinttssalecodtd

surements to units of the emission stand- p (b) All emission tests shall be conducted
ard may be approved by the commissioner (I) inspect the test site; or while the facility being tested is operating

if the owner or operator shows that the (2) require additional conditions, at ninety-five percent (95%) to one

at least as accu- including, but not limited to: hundred percent (100%) of its permitted
alternate procedures are. (A) reasonable modifications to the operating capacity and under conditionsrate as those in this rule.

Copies of the American Society for stack or duct to obtain acceptable test representative of normal operations or
conditions; under other capacities or conditions

Testing and Materials (ASTM) proce- (B) additional tests to allow for adverse specified and approved by the com-
dures referenced may be obtained from conditions such as interferences, non- missioner. For the purpose of this rule,

Pennsylvania 19103 (phone (215) 299- steady or cyclic processes; capacity means the design capacity of the
5462).Copie of1 theCoe 5 Federa e- (C) the keeping of process operating facility or other operating capacities
ulations (CFR) referenced may be ob- parameter records, operating logs, or agreed to by the source and the
tained from the Government Printing Of- charts during the test; department.
ice, Washington, D.C. 20402. Copies of (D) conditions on control equipment (c) Facilities subject to 326 IAC 12,

ASTM procedures or pertinent sections of operation to make the operation of control New Source Performance Standards, shall

the CFR are also available at the Depart- equipment representative of normal be tested under conditions as specified in

ment of Environmental Management, Of- operation; and the applicable provision for that facility in

fice of Air Management, 105 South Me- (E) the recording of specified control 40 CFR 60*.

ridian Street, Indianapolis, Indiana 46225. equipment operating parameters during (d) Calibration results of the various
the test. sampling components shall be available

Rule 2.1 Source Sampling Procedures (c) If the department requires for examination at the test site. The infor-
modification to the test methods, mation shall include dates. methods used,

326 IAC 3-2.1-I Applicability; test analytical methods, operational para- data, and results. All components requir-
procedures meters, or other matters included in the ing calibration shall be calibrated within

Sec. 1. This rule applies to any facility test protocol, the source operator and the sixty (60) days prior to the actual test
emissions testing performed to determine testing firm shall be notified by letter or te. Post-test calibrations shall be per-
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formed on the components within forty- design capacities, a fuei analysis and heat shall be performed in conjunction wit' a
five (45) days after the actual test date. value for heat input rate determinations, particulate emissions test by a qualified
Components requiring calibration are list- process and control equipment operating observer in accordance with the proce-
ed in the federal test methods specified in conditions, a discussion of variations from dures contained in 326 IAC 5-1-4. VE
this rule. normal plant operations, and stack height, readings shall be continuously recorded

(e) The department may perform or exit diameter, volumetric flow rate (cubic for at least thirty (30) minutes per hour of
require the performance of audits of feet per minute), exit temperature, and sampling time for each sampling repeti-
equipment or procedures associated with exit velocity. tion. A waiver from this requirement may
the test series up to the time of the actual (5) A description of sampling methods be granted by the on-site department staff
performance of the test, between test runs, used, a brief discussion of the analytical person provided that adverse conditions
or following the test series, procedures witi, justifications for any vari- exist which would invalidate the VE read-

(f) The original or photocopies of the ance from reference methol procedures, a ings Facilities equipped with continuous
r,w field data generated during the test specification of the number f sampling opacity monitors may submit the instanta-

series shall be provided to the department points, Lime per point, -nd total sampling neous or six (6) minute integrated read-

observer upon request, if such request may time per run, a cross-sectional diagram ings of such monitors during the sampling
be reasonably met under the existing showing sampling points, a diagram show- period, in lieu of performing VE evalua-

circumstances. ing stack dimensions, sampling location tions, provided:
*Copies of the Code of Federal Regula- and distance from the nearest flow distur- (A) the monitoring system meets the

tions (CFR) referenced may be obtained bance upstream and downstream of the performance specifications as specified in

from the Government Printing Office, sampling points, and a diagram of the 40 CFR 60, Appendix B*. and
Washington. D C. 20402. Copies of perti- sampling train. (B) the monitor readings submitted
nent sections are also available at the (6) The sampling and analytical proce- with the test include a zero (0) and span

Department of Environmental Manage- dures utilized, results and calculations in calibration check at the beginning and end
ment, Office of Air Management, 105 units consistent with the applicable emis- of each test.
South Meridian Street, Indianapolis, Indi- sion limitation with one (1) complete cal- (3) At least three (3) repetitions of the

ana 46225. culation using actual data for each type of test shall be performed under consistent
3-2.-4 Reporting test performed, raw production data facility operating conditions, unless other-

326 IAC signed by the source official, photocopies wise allowed by the commissioner. In addi-

Sec. 4. (a) All emission tests for which a of all actual field data, a laboratory report tion, for boiler emissions testing, at least
protocol was submitted pursuant to section with the chain of custody shown, copies of onc (I) of the three (3) repetitions shall be
2 of this ,ule shall be reported to the all calibration data, applicable rules and conducted during a normal sootblowing
department in the form of a test report regulations showing emission limitations, cycle which is consistent with frequency
containing the following information: for particulate matter tests, copies of visi- and duration normally experienced.

(1) The reported testing methods and ble emissions evaluations or opacity moni- (4) Only those fuels representative of
results certified as true, accurate, and in tor readings, and, for gaseous pollutant fuel quality during normal operations shall
compliance with this rule by the person tests, copies of any continuous gaseous be combusted.
responsible for conducting the emissions emissions monitoring system readings. (5) During each of the repetitions, each
test. (b) All emission test reports must be sampling point shall be sampled for a

(2) A description of the facility or facili- received by the department within forty- minimum of two (2) minutes.
ties being tested, the date and type of tests five (45) days of the completion of the (6) The total test time per repetition
conducted, the type of process and control testing. An extension may be granted by shall be no less than sixty (60) minutes.
equipment utilized, the source name and the commissioner, if the source submits to (7) The total sample volume per repeti-
location, the purpose of the tests, and the the department a reasonable written ex- tion shall be no less than thirty (30) dry
test participants and their titles planation for the requested extension with- standard cubic feet (dscf).

(3) The tabulated data and results of in five (5) days prior to the end of the (8) The total particulate weight collect-
the process weight rate or heat input rate, initial forty-five (45) day period. ed from the sampling nozzle, probe, cy-
the referenced or derived conversion fac- clone (if used), filter holder (front half,trthe stack gas flow rate. the measured 326 IAC 3-2.1-5 Specific testing proce-cln(iusdftehoerfotha,
tors, iven inck us lonsten wit tea dures; particulate matter; sulfur dioxide; filter, and connecting glassware shall be

snt with the d ; reported to the department. Particulate
applicable emission limitations, the visible nitrogen oxides; volatile organic corn- analysis of the impinger catch is not re-
emissions observations or six (6) minute pounds quired, unless specified by the
average continuous opacity monitor read- Sec. 5. (a) Particulate matter tests shall commissioner.
ings, and the average value of emissions be conducted in accordance with the fol- (b) Sulfur dioxide tests shall be con-
from any continuous gaseous emissions lowing procedures: ducted in accordance with the following
monitoring system in units consistent with (1) 40 CFR 60, Appendix A, Method 5, procedures:
the applicable emission limitations, if ap- 5A, 5B, 5C, 5D, 5E, or 5F*, as applicable, (1) 40 CFR 60, Appendix A. Method 6,
plicable to the pollutant being tested. or other procedures approved by the com- 6A, or 6C, or 8*, as applicable, or other

(4) A description of process and control missioner, shall be used. procedures approved by the commissioner,
devices, a process flow diagram, maximum (2) Visible emissions (VE) evaluations shall be used.
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(2) At least three (3) repetition 3f ' amplna and an;,:;'sis p,rformed after ttined for ir .,'r.--r.s cOmpoS ,:-4 i'to. .

(2) sainples, each of 11, --FR ,l0, Appen- February 15, 1992, to determine comph- sample repre:senting a singlc twenty-four
dix A, Method 6, 6A, or 6C, or three (3) ance with the emission limitations speci- (24) hour period.
repetitions of 40 CFR 60, Appendix A, fled in 326 IAC 7. (8) A routine inspection of the sampling
Method 8, performed under identical fa- 326 IAC 3-3-2 Coal sampling and anal- system shall be established to meet re-
cility operating conditions, shall constitute quirements and guidelines specified in
a test. For boiler emissions testing, only ysee 2. (ocoal ASTM D4702-87, "Guide for Inspecting
those fuels representative of fuel quality . (a) Owners or operators of Mechanical Coal Sampling Systems that
during normal operations shall be sampling systems for sources with total Use Cross-Cut Sample Cutters for Confor-
combusted. coal-fired capacity greater than or equal mance with Current ASTM Methods".(3) During each of the repetitions for 40 to one thousand five hundred (1,500) mil- (9) Composite samples shall be collect-

CFR 60, Appendix A, Method 8, each lion Btu per hour actual heat input shall ed for aavsis at a minimu of once per
samprng point shall be sampled for a follow procedures specified in AST'a Mt., -nty-fou, .y(24) hour perio, nminimun. of two (2) minute- D2234-89, "Standard Methods for Col b wesoi-raoso u'sm

mini4) o tol (2)t tmet pe rlection of a Gross Sample of Coal", un- (b) Ownerg sr operators of coal sam-
(4) The total test time per repetition less otherwise provided in section 3 of this piing systems fo sources with total coal-shait he: rl

(A) 40 CFR 60, Appendix A, Method rule. The coal sampling system shall also fired capacry between one hundred (100)

6, 6A. or 6C: a ti:inimum of twenty (20) meet the following requirements: million Pt- per hour er'tual heat input
minutes per run wit;i a thirty (30) minute (1) The coal sample acquisition point shall either comply with requirements
interval between ea:- run; or shall be at a location where representative specified in subsection (a,. section 3 of

(B) 40 CFR 60, Appendix A, Method 8: samples of the total coal flow to be com- this rule, or shall meet the following mini-
a minimum of sixty (60) minutes per run. busted by the facility or facilities may be mum requirements:

(5) The total sample volume per repeti- obtained. A single as-bunkered sampling (1) The coal sample acquisition point
tion under 40 CFR 60, Appendix A, station may be used to represent the coal shall be at a locatior, where representative
Method 8, shall be no less than forty (40) to be combusted by multiple facilities us- samples of the tots! coJ flow to be com-
dry standard cubic feet (dscf). ing the same stockpile feed system. busted by the facility or facilities may be

(c) Nitrogen oxide tests shall be con- (2) The increment collection method obtaine9 A sii~gle as-bunkered or as-
ductcj in accu;dance w.,ih the following shall be I-A-I, I-B-l, or I-C-I under burned san,-;ng station may oe used to
procedurL'" Table 1. ASTM D2234-89. represent the coal to be combusted by

(1) 40 CfP 60, Appendix A, Method 7, (3) The opening of the sampling device multiple facilities z. ;-a *he same stockpile
7A, 7B, 7C, or / L , as -licable, or other shall be at least two and one-half (2.5) feed system.
procedures approved by the L.ommissionc:. times the top-size of the coal and not less (2) Coal shall be sampled at leas' Lhree
shall be used. than one and one-quarter (1.25) inches. (3) times per day and at least once per

(2) At least three (3) repetitions of four (4) The sampling device shall have suf- eight (8) hour period.
(4)Asamples each shall constitute a test. ficient capacity to completely retain or (3) Minimum sample size shall be five

(d) Volatile organic compounds (VOC) entirely pass the increment without loss or hundred (500) grams.

emissions tests shall be conducted in ac- spillage. (4) Samples shall be composited and
cordance with the following procedures: (5) The velocity with which the cross- analyzed at the end of each calendar(1) 40 CFR 60. Appendix A, Method stream cutting instrument travels through month.25*, or other procedures approved by the the stream shall not exceed eighteen (18)
commissioner, shall be used for the total inches per second. This velocity require- (c) Coal samples shall be prepared for
nonmethane orga buic emissions. ment shall not apply to a swing arm sam- analysis in accordance with procedures

(2) At least three (3) samples shall be pier or to a sampler whose cutter opening specified in ASTM D2013-86. "Standard
is perpendicular to the stream of coal. Method of Preparing Coal Samples for

collected and analyzed. Owners or operators of all coal sampling Analysis"'. The preparation of samples
shall be a minimum of sixty (60) minutes. systems shall detail the proper operating shall meet the following requirements:

'Copes of thenCode of Federal60) min - procedures in the standard operating pro- (1) Samples shall be prepared in ac-
*Copies of the Code of Federal Regula- cedures document required under section cordance with Procedure A or Procedure

tions (CFR) referenced may be obtained 5 of this rule. B. ASTM D2013-86.
from the Government Printing Office. (6) Increments obtained during the (2) Sample prepar, icn shall be
Washington, D.C. 20402. Copies of perti- sampling period shall be protected from checked at weekly intervals by performing
nent sections are also available from the changes in composition to maintain the a split sample of the twenty-four (24) hour
ment, Office of Air Management. 1 integrity of constituent characteristics re- composite sample and preparing and ana-
South Meridian Street. Indianapolis. lndi- quired to convert sample sulfur content to lyzing these two (2) identically.
ana 46225. units of the applicable emission standard. (d) The heat content of coal samples
aua 4622. Fl S(7) A comparison of weight or volume shall be determined in accordance with
Rule 3. Fuel Sampling and Analysis of collected sample with that of the total procedures specified in ASTM D2015-85,

Procedures flow of coal shall be conducted at a mini- "Standard Test Method for Gross Calorif-

326 IAC 3-3-1 Applicability mum of once every two (2) weeks to as- ic Value of Solid Fuel by the Adiabatic
Sec. I. This rule applies to any fuel sure a constant sampling ratio is main- Bomb Calorimeter". or ASTM D3286-85.
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"Standard Test Methi 'or Gross Calo, .- ing. The demonstration may consist of one if subm'tted to the commissioner for
ic 'value of Coal and CoiKe by the Isother- (1) or more of the following methods: approval.
mal Jacket Bomb C.;orimeter"*. The res- (1) A source owner or operator may (b) The demonstration provided in sub-
tandardization reci:irements in Section !I submit documentation of procedures and section (a)(l) or (a)(2) shall be repeated
of both methods shall be followed. Preci- results of a stopped-belt bias test or other upon any significant change to the coal
sion requirements for repeatability shall comparisons between a sampling system sampling procedures or upon notification
be verified per Section 16.1.1 of both meeting the requirements of section 2 of by the commissioner that a new demon-
methods at a minimum of once per week. this rule and those methods and proce- stration is necessary. If the commissioner

(e) The sulfur content of coal samples dures proposed by the source owner or has reason to doubt that the alternative
shall be determined in accordance with operator. A stopped-belt bias test and a sampling and analysis procedures are corn-
procedures specificl in ASTNI D3177-84, sampling system meeting the requirements parable to methods and procedures pro-
"Standar Test Methods for 'f tal Sulfur o" section 2 of this rvie shall be considered vided in section 2 of this rule, basud on
in the Analysis Sample of Coal and rete:ence method systern. . A comparison inspections, monitoring, quality assurance
Coke", or ASTM D4239-85, "Standard shall utilize a series of at least twenty-five data, or other information, the commis-
Test Methods for Sulfur in the Analysis ('5) reference method system samples sioner may notify the owner or operator
Sample of Coal and Coke Using High paired witi: nonreference method system that the demonstration shall be repeated.
Temperature Tube Furnace Combustion s,'nples and aalyzed for the percent of Written notification of the request shall be
Methods"*. Precision requirements for re- sulfur content to determine the presence of made to the source owner or operator
peatability shall be verified per Section significant systei.-ic error, The detection allowing at least sixty (60) days to sched-
13, ASTM D3177-84, or Section 18. of significant systemic error shall be based ule the demonstration.
ASTM D4239-85. at a minimum of once on the application of a statistical test (t- 326 IAC 3-3-4 Fuel oil sampling; analy-
per week. The laboratory that performs test) to determine if there is a difference sis methods
the analysis shall participate in an interlab between the reference and nonreference Sec. 4. (a) Sampling and analysis of the
audit program using coal samples supplied systems at the ninety-five percent (95%) sulfur content of fuel oil shall be per-
by the department. confidence level, according to the follow- formed in accordance with the following

(f) Compliance with the provisions of ing formula: ASTM procedures*:
this section is required by February 15. (1) Collection of fuel oil samples shall
1992. unless a source owner or operator d % n be conducted according to:
demonstrates that modifications to the -= (A) ASTM D4057-83, "Standard Prac-
coal sampling and analysis procedures at a Sd tice for Manual Sampling of Petroleum
source are necessary t. meet the require- and Petroleum Products": or
ments of this section. The commissioner where: (B) ASTM D4177-82, "Standard
may extend such compliance date to no t= calculated t value Method for Automatic Sampling of Petro-
later than December 31, 1992. d = average difference between paired leum and Petroleum Products".

*Copies of the American Society for data (2) Determination of sulfur content
Testing and Materials (ASTM) proce- Sd = standard deviation of the shall be conducted according to:
dures referenced may be obtained from differences (A) ASTM D129-84, "Standard Test
ASTM, 1916 Race Street. Philadelphia. n = number of paired data sets Method for Sulfur in Petroleum Products
Pennsylvania 19103 (phone (215) 299- The calculated t value is compared to (General Bomb Method)";
5462). Copies are also available at the the t value in the standard statistical t (B) ASTM D1266-87, "Standard Test
Department of Environmental Manage- tables at the ninety-five percent (95%) Method for Sulfur in Petroleum Products
ment. Office of Air Management, 105 probability and the appropriate degrees of (Lamp Method)";
South Meridian Street. Indianapolis, Indi- freedom (n - I ). If the calculated t value (C) ASTM D1552-83, "Standard Test
ana 46225. is greater than or equal to the table t, then Method for Sulfur in Petroleum Products

326 IAC 3-3-3 Alternative coal sam- the systems are not comparable. Certain (High-Temperature Method)", or
pling and analysis coals with low variability may detect an (D) ASTM D2622-87, "Standard Test

Sec. 3. (a) As an alternative to coal small bias, which may be acceptable as Method for Sulfur in Petroleum Products
sampling and analysis procedures in sec- decided on a case-by-case basis. The above (X-Ray Spectrographic Method)".
tion 2 of this rule, a source owner or method tests for positive and negative (3) Determination of heat content shall
operl"'r ma: use manual or other non- bias. Provisions for testing only for a nega- be conducted according to ASTM
.ASTM 3utomatic sampling and analysis tive bias that would cause a source to D240-85, "Standard Test Method for
procedures upon a demonstration, submit- report less than actual values may be ac- Heat of Combustion of Liquid Hydrocar-
ted to the commissioner for approval, that ceptable if supported by statitica! tests, bon Fuels by Bomb Calorimeter".
such procedures provide sulfur dioxide Upon request, the department shall pro- (b) An owner or operator may, with the
emission estimates representative either of vide written guidance to a source owner or prior approval of the commissioner, modi-
estimates based on coal sampling and operator as to the procedures to be fol- fy the procedures specified in subsection
analysis procedures per section 2 of this lowed in conducting this comparison. (a). use alternate equivalent procedures,
rule or of continuous emissions monitor- (2) Other procedures may be acceptable or rely upon equivalent sampling and anal-
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Rule 2. Incinerators If an. of the above result, the burning (A) Visible emissions shall nut exceedi,

shall be terminated immediately, an aserage of thirtv percent (30%) ofacit\326 IAC 4-2-1 Applicabilit- of ruleintny-or(4redgs
in twenty-four (2)readings.

Sec. 2. All incinerators shail: 326 IAC 4-2-3 Portable incinerators (B) Visible emissions shall not exceed
lishes standards for the use of incinerators [Repealed] sixty percent (60%) opacity for more than
which emit regulated pollutants. This rule a cumulative total of fifteen (15) minutes
(326 IAC 4-2) does not apply to inciner-
ators in residential units consisting of four ARTICLE 5. OPACITY REGULATIONS (sixty (60) readings) in a six (6) hour

period.
(4) or fewer families. All other inciner- Rule 1. Opacity Limitations (3) Sources and facilities of visible
ators are subject to this rule (326 IAC 4-
2). 326 IAC 5-1-1 Applicability of rule emissions located in both attainment or

Sec. I. (a) This rule (326 IAC 5-1) nonattainment areas for wiich an alter-

326 IAC 4-2-2 Stationary incinerators shall apply to all visible emissions (not nate visible emission limitatio has been
Sec. 2. All incinerators shail: including condci,tc. water vapor) emitted established pursuant to 326 JAC -l-5ib.

tshall comply with said limitations in lieu
(I) Consist of primary and secondar% c,. or from any facility or source except

chambers or the equivalent: . tho.,e sources or facilities for which specif- of the limitations set forth in subsectiot,

(2) Be equipped with a primar\ burne: ic visible emission limitations are estab- (a)( I) and (a)(2) of this section.

unless burning wood products: lished b% 326 IAC 11, 326 JAC 12. or 326

(3) Comply with 326 IAC 5-1 and 3-6 IAC 6. 326 IAC 5-1-3 Temporary exemptions

IAC 2: (I) Th. requirements of 326 JAC Sec. 3. (a) Boiler startup and shutdown:

(4) Be maintained properly as specified 5-1-2(a)( II _hall apply to sources or fa- When building a new fire in a boiler, or

by the manufacturer and approved by the cilities located in attainment areas for par- shuttine down a boiler, visible emissions

commissioner: ticulate matter, designated in 326 IAC may exceed the applicable opacity limit
1-4. established in 326 IAC 5-1-2(a): how-

(5) Be operated according to the manu- (2) The requirements of 326 IAC ever, visible emissions shall not exceed an

facturer's recommendations and onl burn 5-I-2(a)(2) shall apply to sources or fa- average of sixty percent (60/) opacity

waste approved by the commissioner: cilities located in nonattainment areas for and emissions in excess of the applicabie
particulate matter as designated in 326 opacity limit shall not continue for more

(6) Comply with other state and,or lo- !AC 1-4. than ten (10) continuous minutes on one

cal rules or ordinances fegarding installa- 326 IAC 5-1-2 Visible emission I I) occasion in an% twenty-four (24 ) hour

tion and operation of incinerators: limitations period.
(7) Be operated so that emissions of Sec. 2. a) 'visible emissions from any (b) Cleaning boilers: When removing

ha7ardous material including, but not source or facu;itv shail not exceed an, of ashes from the fuel bed or furnace in a

limited to. viable pathogenic bacteria. dan- the folloxing limitations. Unless otherwise boiler or blowing tubes, visible emissions

gerous chemicals or gases, or noxious stated, all visible emissions shall be ob- may' exceed the applicable opacity limit

odors are prevented: served in accordance with the procedures established in 326 IAC 5-1-2(a) howeser.

(8) \ot emit particulate matter in ex- set forth in 326 IAC 5-1-4: visible emissions shall not exceed sixty

cess a: (I ) Sources or facilities of visible emis- percent (60%) opacity and visible emis-

(A) Incinerators with a maximum re- sions located in attainment areas for par- sions in excess of the applicable opacity

fuse-burning capacity of two hundred ticulate matter shall meet the following limit shall not continue for more than five

(200) or more pounds per hour: three- limitations: (5) continuous minutes on one (I) occa-

tenths (0.3) pounds of particulate matter (A) Visible emissions shall not exceed. sion in any sixty (60) minute period. Such

per one thousand (1,000) pounds of dry an average of forty percent (40%) opacity emissions shall not be permitted on more

exhaust gas at standard conditions correct- in twentv-four (24) consecutive readings. than three (3) occasions in any twelve

ed to fifty percent (50%) excess air: or (B) Visible emissions shall not exceed (12) hour period.

(B) All other incinerators: five-tenths sixty percent (60%) opacity for more than (c) Facilities not temporarily exempted

(0.5) pounds of particulate matter per one a cumulative total of fifteen (15) minutes by subsections (a) and (b) of this section

thousand (1.000) pounds of dry exhaust (sixty (60) readings) in a six (6) hour may be granted special temporary exemp-

gas at standard conditions corrected to period. tions by the commissioner of the same

fifty percent 150% ) excess air: and (2) Sources or facilities of visible emis- duration and type authorized therein pro-

(9) Not create a nuisance or a fire sions located in nonattainment areas shall vided that the facility proves to the satis-

hazard. meet the following limitations: faction of the commissioner that said ex-
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empti;ns are needed and that during multiple stacks (e.g., stub stacks on mulative total of fifteen (15) minutes: For
periods of startup and shutdown, owners baghouses). emissions from intermittent sources, opac-
and operators shall, to the extent practica- (B) Field records: The observer shall it shall be determined in accordance with
ble. maintain and operate any affected record the name of the plant, emission clause (A), (B), (C), and the first sentence
facilit including air pollution control location, type of facility, observer's name of (D). Each momentary observation shall
equipment in a manner consistent with and affiliation, and the date on a field be deemed to represent the average opac-

good air pollution control practice for data sheet. Time. estimated distance to ity of emissions for a fifteen (15) second

minimizing emissions. Determination of the emission location, approximate wind period. All readings greater than the speci-

%khether acceptable operating and mainte- direction, estimated wind speed, descrip- fled limit in 326 JAC 5-1-2 shall be
nance procedures are being used will be tion of the sky conditions (presence and accumuLated as fifteen (15) second seg-

based on information available to the com- colo, of clouds), and visible emissions ments for con;prison with the limit.

missioner. % h;'h may include, but is not (plume where applicable) background are (G) Attached steom plumes: When con-

limited to. monitoring results, opacity ob- recorded on a field data sheet at the time -nsed water vapor is present within the

ser'ations. review of operating and main- opacity readings are initiated and plu:ie as it emerges from the emission

t.7'ance procedures and inspection of the completed. outlet opacity observations shall be made
soul cc (C) Observations: Opacity observatior bexond :he point in the plume at which

(d) Sources or facilities not exempted shall be made at the point of great.:st condensed water vapor is no longer visible.
throut,.' subsections (a), (b). or ic) of this opacity in that portion of the visible emis- The obsers'r shall record the approximate

section may also be granted special ex- sions. (plume where applicable) where distance fron the emission outle. tc, the

emptions by the commissioner, provided condensed water vapor is not present. The point in the plume at which the ooserva-
that the source or facility owner or opera- observer shall not look continuously at the tions are made.
tor proves to the satisfaction of the com- visible emissions, (plume where applica- (H) Detached steam plumes: When wa-

missioner that said exemption is justifi- ble) but instead shall observe the visible ter vapor in the plume condenses and be-
able. Said exemption(s) may be of longer emissions. (plume where applicable) mo- comes visible at a distinct distance from

duration and may apply to other types of mentarily at fifteen (15) second intervals, the emission outlet, the opacity of emis-
facilities not provided for in subsections observations: Opacit sions should be evaluated at the emission
a) or (b) of this section. (D) Recording ooutlet prior to the condensation of water

observations shall be recorded to the near- vapor and the formation of the steam
326 LAC 5-1-4 Compliance determi- est five percent (5e) at fifteen (15) sec- plume.

naton ond intervals on an observational record (2) Determination of .n.jpliance with
Sec. 4 (a) Determi on of visible sheet A minimum of twenty-four (24) visible emission limitations established in

emission, from sources or facilities to observations shall be recorded Each mo- this rule (326 IAC 5-1) ma' also be made
, ils this rule (326 IAC 5-I) appiies mentary observation shall be deemed to in accordance with a source's or facilits

mak be made in accordance with subdivi- represent the average opacity of emissions continuous monitoring equipment. for any
slon 1 ) or (21 below: for a fifteen (15) second period, source or facilit in compliance with the

Ii Determination of visible emissions (El Determination of opacity as an requirements of 326 IAC 3-i.

b% means of a qualified observer shall be average of twenty-four (24) consecutive (bi If the compliance determination

made according to the following: observations: Opacity shall be determined procedures set forth in subsections (a)(])
(A) Position: The qualified observer as an average of twenty-four (24) consecu- and (a)(2) of this section results in any

shall stand at a distance sufficient to pro- tive observations recorded at fifteen (15)
vide a clear viewx of the emissions with the second intervals. Divide the observations conflict in visible emission readings, the

sun. if visible, oriented in the 140' sector recorded on the record sheet into sets of subsection (a)(2) of this section shall pre-

to his back. Consistent with maintaining twenty-four (24) consecutive observations, vail for the purpose of compliance, pro-

the above requirement, the observer shall. A set is composed of any twenty-four (24) vided that it can be shown that the con-

as much as possible. make his observations consecutive observations. Sets need not be tinuous monitor has met the performance
from a position such that his line of vision consecutive in time and in no case shall specifications as set forth in the 40 CFR
is approximately perpendicular to the di- two (2) sets overlap. For each set of twen- 60. specificall Performance Specification

rection of the visible emissions (plume ty-four (24) observations, calculate the I
"here applicable), and when observing average by summing the opacity of the
opacity of emissions from rectangular out- twenty-four (24) observations and dividing 326 IAC 5-1-5 Violations
lets (e.g.. monitors, open baghouses, non- this sum by twents-four (24). Record the Sec. 5. (a) A violation of this rule (326
circular stacks), approximately perpen- average opacity on a record sheet. For the IAC 5-I) shall constitute prima facie evi-
dicular to the longer axis of the outlet. purpose of determining an alternative visi- dence of a violation of other applicable
The observer's line of sight should not ble emission limit in accordance with 326 particulate emission control regulations. A
include more than one ( I ) plume at a time IAC 5-1-5(b) following, an average of violation of any such rule may be refuted
when multiple stacks are involved, and in twenty-four (24) consecutive readings or by a performance test conducted in ac-
any case the observer should make his more may be used to calculate the alter- cordance with subsection (b) of this sec-
observations with his line of sight perpen- nate visible emissions limit. tion. Such test shall refute the mass emis-
dicular to the longer axis of such a set of (F) Determination of opacity as a cu- sion violation only if the source is shown to
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be in compliance with the allowable mass be able as indicated by the performance least fifteen (15) days prior to conducting
emission limit. An exceedance of the al- and opacity tests to meet the opacity a test for the purposes uf demonstrating an
lowable opacity emission limit will not be standard at all times during which the alternate visible emission limit-
treated as a violation if, during the test source or facility is meeting the mass (6) A staff member who is a qualified
Gescribed in subsection (b) of this section, emission limitation, observer, approved by the commissioner or
the source demonstrates compliance with (B) If a performance test of a source or other consultant approved by the commis-
the allowable mass emission limit while facility demonstrates: sioner shall be present during any per-
simultaneously having visible emissions (i) that said source or facility is in formance tests.
more than or equal to the reading at which compliance with the allowable mass emis- (7) The cost of the performance test
the exceedance was originally observed. sion limit, and the test mass emission rate shall be at the expense of the owner or
(b) The owner or operator of a source or is within ten percent (10%) of the allowa- operator.

facility which believes it can operate in ble emissions limit for that source or facil- (8) An% alternate visible emission Lmit
compliance with the applicable mass emis- ity; and established for any scurce cr facility -,hall
sion limitation, out exceeds the limits (ii) simu!taneously, said source's or fa- not become effective until said limitat,''
specified in 326 IAC 5-1-2, may submit a cility's test demonstrates that the opacity is established in the applicable ,)oerating

kritten petition to the commissioner re- observed is below the allowable opacity permit. Said limitation will be incu, )rat-
questing that an alternate opacity limita- emission limit, the enforceable opacity ed. by amendment, into the operating ner-
tion be established pursuant to 'he follow- 'imitation shall be equal to that level of mit for said source or facility and s,'..,nit-
ing provisions. Additionally, if the opacity at which the source or facility will ted to the U.S. EPA as a SIP revision-
commissioner has issued a notice of viola- b, able, as indicated by the performance (9) Where a visible emission limitation
tion to an owner or operator of a source or and opacity tests, to meet the opacity is based upon a new source performance
facility for violation of the applicable standard at all times during which the standard. any ne% limitation must comply
opacity limitation, such owner or operator source or facility is meeting the mass with the provisions of said standard.
may, propose in notice of violation resolu- emission limitation.
tion. to disprove said violation by estab- (C) If a performance test of a source or
lishing an alternate opacity limit pursuant facility demonstrates: 326 IAC 5-1-6 Compliance schedule
to the following provisions. This alternate (i) that said source or facility is in Sec. 6. Sources newly subjec to more
limit shall be based upon a mia, emission compliance with the allowable mass emis- stringent limitations on August 2-,, 1980,
performance test conducted according to a sion limit, and the test mass emission rate by 326 IAC 5-1-2 shall comply with tI,
method designated by the commissioner. is less than ninety percent (90%) of the compliance schedule of 326 IAC 6-1.
and a visible emission test conducted si- ,.llowable emissions limit; and
multaneously, according to 326 IAC (ii) simuitadeuosly, said source's or fa- 326 IAC 5-1-7 State implementation

- -4. W~here the commissioner deter- cility's test demonstrates that the opacity plan resisions
mines there is no acceptable test method observed is below the allowable opacity Sec 7 Any exemptions given or provi-
available, a request for an alternate visible emission limit, the enforceable opacity sions granted to this rule (326 IAC 5-1
emission limit shall be denied. limitation shall remain the existing allowa- by the commissioner under 326 IAC 5-1-

i) The alternate emission limit shall be ble opacity emission limitation for that 3(c), 326 IAC 5-1-3(d). or 326 IAC 5-1-
equal to that level of opacity at which the source or facility. 5(b). shall be submitted to the U.S. EPA
source or facility will be able, as indicated (2) Compliance with 326 IAC 6-1. 326 as a SIP revision.
by the performance and opacity tests, to IAC 6-2. 326 IAC 6-3. and 326 IAC 1-1,
meet the opacity standard at all times and other applicable rules must be demon-
during which the source or facility is meet- strated by the performance test. ARTICLE 6. PARTICULATE RULES
ing the mass emission limitation. How- (3) The commissioner may require a Rule 1. Nonattainmen Area Limitations
ever, the commissioner shall also reserve performance test in any case where it is

the right to determine the alternate visible necessary to determine the compliance sta- 326 IAC 6-1-1 Applicability of rule
emissions limit in the following manner: tus for a facility. However, the commis- Sec. I. Sources or facilities specifically

(A) If a performance test of a source or sioner will not request a performance test listed in 326 IAC 6-1-7 shall comply with
facility demonstrates: for any facility which is known to be in the limitations contained therein. Sources

(i) that said source or facility is in compliance with the allowable opacity or facilities that are (1) located in the
compliance with the allowable mass emis- limitation. nonattainment counties listed in 326 IAC
sions limit (as defined in 326 IAC 1-2) at (4) All alternate visible emission limits 6-1-7, (2) but which sources or facilities
the time that the test is done: and shall be established on a source or facility- are not specifically listed in 326 IAC 6-1-

lii) simultaneously. said source's or fa- specific basis. No limitation for any facil- 7, and k3) have the potential to emit one
cilitvs test demonstrates that the allowa- ity or source shall be established by refer- hundred (100) tons or more of particulate
ble opacity emission limit is being exceed- ence to a similar or identical facility or matter per year or have actual emissions
ed. then, the enforceable opacity source. of ten (10) tons or more of particulate
limitation shall be equal to that level of (5) The owner or operator of the source matter per year. shall comply with the
opacity at which the source or facility will or facility shall notify the commissioner at limitations of 326 IAC 6-1-2.

5-26-89 Published by THE BUREAU OF NATIONAL AFFAIRS. INC.. Washington, 0 C 20037 49
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326 IAC 6-1-2 Particulate emission cubic foot for all gaseou, iuel-fired steam as those practices which would be followed
limitations; fuel combustion steam gener- generators. by a prudent management in controlling.
ators, asphalt concrete plant, grain eleva- (c) Asphalt concrete plants: The re- regulating, and maintaining clean and safe
tors, foundaries, mineral aggregate oper- quirements of this provision shall apply to conditions of buildings. conditions and
ations, modification b% commissioner any asphalt concrete plant (any facility grounds In particular, these practices are

Sec. 2. (a) General sources: Facilities used to manufacture asphalt concrete b% required to minimize the opportunit. for
not limited bx subsections (b) through (g) heating and drying aggregate and mixing particulate matter to become airborne and
of this section shall not allow or permit with asphalt cement). An asphalt concrete leave the property
discharge to the atmosphere of any gases plant is deemed to consist only of the
%hih contain particulate matter in excess follo ing: driers, systems for screening. (A) Good housekeeping practices shall
of 0.0. gram per d-. standard cubic meter handling. storing, and weghing hot aggre- be conducted in the folloA'ing areas of
i- dscm) (003 grain per dry standard gate: s-,sems for loaa;oe, transferring op~erations:
cubic foot fdscf)) Where this limitation is and storingmieral filler: s stems for mix- ti) Areas to be swept and maintained
more stringent than the applicabie limita- ing aspalt concree: and 'he loading, clean in appearance shall include at a
tions of subsections i bi through (g) of this tramfer. and storage ;,stems associated minimum: general grounds. yard and oth-
section, for facil:ties in existence prior to witn emission control s-. .tems. er open areas floors decks, hopper areas.
the applicability dates, or of a size not Ii No person shal' operate the ah-'cted loading areas, dust collectors, and all such
appiicable to said subsections, emission facilities of an asphalt concrete tilant areas of dust or waste concentrations: and
limitations for those facilities shall be de- w hich existed on or prior to June II. 1I--3. grain driers with respect to accumulated
termined bx the commissioner and will be so as to discharge or cause to be dis- particulate matter.
established in accordance "ith the proce- charged into the atmosphere any gases tii) Cleanings or other collected Aastc
dures set forth in subsection h) of this unless such gases are limited to: material shall be handled and disposed of
,ection (.A) A particulate matter content of no in such a manner that the area does not

(b) Fuel combustion steam generators: greater than 230 ng per dscm (0.10 grain generate fugitive dust.
\o person shall operate a fossil fuel corn- per dscC). (ii) Dust from drivewa s. access roads.
bustion steam generator (any furnace or (d) Grain Ele'a,,rs: No person shall and other areas of travel shall be
boiler used in the process of burning solid, operate a grain elesator (a grain elevator controlled.
liquid, or gaseous fuel or any combination is defined as any plant or installation at (iv) Accidental spills and other accumu-
thereof for the purpose of producing steam %~hich grain is unloaded, handlcri. cleaned, lations shall be cleaned up as soon as

e, t transfer) so as to discharge or dried, stored or loaded) without meetlig possible but no later than completion of
hto e dchargedan gae unless the provisions of this subsection. Subdi% - the da's op. . tion.

such gases, are irmited to sion ( I) of this subsection shall apply to (B) Good equipment maintenance will

, -\ particu;ate matter content of no any grain storage elevator located at any be those procedures .,hich eliminate or
gretcr than 0 I, grams per milihon calo- grain proces sing sk5urce which has a per- minimize emission, from equipment or a

rie, 0.10 pounds per miliion Btu) for soid manent grain storage capacity of thirty- system caused b\.
fue, fired generators ot greater than sixts- five thousand to hundred (35.200) cubic
three million 163.000.000) kilocalories meters (one (I) million U.S. bushels) and (i) Malfunctions.
(kcal) per hour heat inpu (two hundred any grain terminal elevator which has a (ii) Breakdowns.
ifts 250) million Btul. permanent grain storage capacity of (iii) Improper adiustment.

12) A particulate matter content of no eighty-eIght thousand one hundred i0, Operation above rated or designed
greater than 0.63 crams per million calo- (8S.00) cubic meters (two and one-half capacity.
riesi 0 35 pounds ner million Btu) for solid 25, million U.S. bushels). All grain ele- (v) Not follo\ing designed operating
fuel tired generat-rs o! equai to or greater %ator, subiect to this rule (326 IAC 6-1) specifications
than 6.3 but leso than or equal to sixt- shall compiy with the requirements of sub- (vi) Lack of good presentive mainte-
three million (63.000.000) kcal per hour di ision (2) of this section. nance care.
heit input 0tweinty-five (25) but less than (I) No owner or operator subject to the (vii) Lack of critical and proper spare
or equal to two hundred fift\ (250) million pro~isions of this subpart shall cause to be replacement parts on hand.
Btu)* discharged into the atmosphere from an\ (viii) Lack of properly trained and ex-

3) A particulate matter content of no affected facility except a grain dryer any perienced personnel.
greater than I O grams per miilhon calo- process emission unles, such emissions are (C) To insure the above good house-
ri g to pounds Per milon Btu i for solid limiied to a particulate matter content of keeping and maintenance procedures,
fuel fired 2ener,!tors of less than t, 3 mil- no greater than 007 gram per dr,, stand- emissions from the affected areas. oper-
hOn kcal pe:r h3 heat eut i,.kent1%-tie .rd cubic meter fdscm)10.03 grain per dry ations, equipment and systems shall not

251 millin. Btu ,t.tndard cubic foot (dscf)) for said facili. exceed twent\ percent (20%) opacity as
(4) .\ particui:ite matter content of no tic, for which construction or modification determined pursuant to 326 IAC 5-1.

greater than 0 2- grams Per milion kcal ommenced prior to January 13, 1977 (e) Foundries: Grey iron foundries shall
,o : 5 pounds per mu lion: Btu I for all liquid (2) Grain elevators subject to this subdi- be limited by the provisions of this
tui' fired steam generators slon shall provide for good housekeeping subsection.

i .\ particuiite mt:i:- content of no ind a 'od maintenance procedures. Good ( I No o" ner or operator of a grey iron
._rea er than 0: in r d: 'iandird houAerping and maintenance is defined foundr, shall cause. allowk or permit from
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Rule 2 Participate Emission Limitations (e) If anN limitation established b% this (b) The emission limitation., for those
for Sources of Indirect Heating rule (326 IAC 6-2) is inconsistent with indirect heating facilities which were ex-

326 IAC 6-2-1 Applicability applicable limitations contained in 326 isting and in operation on or before June

Sec. 1. This rule (326 IAC 6-2) estab- IAC 12. New Source Performance Stan- 8. 1972, shall be calculated using the

lishes limitations for sources of indirect dards, then the limitations contained in equation contained in subsection (a) of

heating: 326 IAC 12 prevail, this section where: Q shall reflect the total

(a) Particulate emissions from the corn- (f) If an, limitation established by this source capacitx on June 8, 1972. The re-

bustion of fuel for indirect heating from rule (326 IAC 6-2) is inconsistent with a suiting Pt is the emission limitation for

all facilities located in Lake, Porter. Mar- limitation contained in a facility's con- each facility existing on that date and will

ion. Boone, Hamilton, Hendricks. John- struction or operation permit as issued not be affcctee b. the addition of any

son. Morg.n. Shelby. and Hancock Coun- pursuant to 326 IAC 2. Permit Review subsequent facilitx. The particilate ernis-

ties which \,tere existing and in operation Regulations. then the limitations con- sions from all ef ,he facilities whicr, were

or % hich recei\ -d permit to construct prior tained in the source's current permits in existence on .ine 8. 1972. ma. be

to September 21. 1983. shall be limited by prevail allocated in ar' , ax\ mone these facilities

326 IAC 6 2-2. (g) If an\ limitation established b\ this provided that he\ xil! not result in a
(b) Particulate emis.-ions from the com- rule (326 IAC 6-2) is inconsistent with a significantly .,,rearer avi qualit% impact

bustion of fuel for indirect heating from limitation required b% 326 IAC 2. Permit level at an, receptor thai: that which

all facilities not specifiea ;n subsection (a) RevieA Regulations. to prevent a violation %ould result if the particu: te ,.,iissions

of this section which were existing and in of the ambient air quality standards set from each of these facilities wce limited

operation or which received permits to forth in 326 IAC-l-4. then the limitations to Pt: and provided that the emission limi-

construct prior to September 21. 1983 required b% 326 IAC 2 prevail. tations for each facilits are specified in its

shall be limited by 326 IAC 6-2-3. (h) The addition of a new facility at a operation permit. Significant impact levels

Ic) Particulate emissions from the com- source does not affect the limitations of are defined in 326 IAC 2-3id)

bustion of fuel for indirect heating from the existing facilities unless such changes
all facilities receiving permits to construct in the limitations are required by the pro- (c) The emission limitations for those

on or after September 21. 1983 shall be visions of 326 IAC 2 or 326 IAC 6-1. indirect heaing facihties which began op-

limited b% 325 IAC 6-2-4. 326 IAC 6-2-2 Emission limitations for eration after June 8. 972. and before

(d) If an limitation established by this facilities specified in 326 IAC 6-2-Ia) September 21. 19L3. and those faciiitues

rule (326 IAC 6-, :s iconsistent with Sec. 2. (a) Particulate emissions from which receive permi t . ,:struct prior

applicable limitations contained in .,2( existing indirect heating facilities located September 21. 1983 shall be c"',,!3I .

IAC 6-1. then the limitations contained in in the specified counties shall be limited using the equation contained in subsectiun

326 IAC 6-1 prevail. b\ the following equation: (a) of this section where: Q includes the
capacity for the facility in question and

Pt = 0.87 the capacities for those facilities which
were previously constructed or received
prior permits to construct. The limitations

Where: for all previousl\ permitted facilities do
not change. The Q and Pt for each facilit\

Pt = Pounds of particulate matter emitted per million at a source which begins operation or

Btu (lb mmBtu) heat input, receives a construction permit during this
time period will be different.

Q = Total source maximum operating capacity rat-
ing in million Btu per hour (mmBtu'hr heat
input. The maximum operating capacity rating
is defined as the maximum capacity at which the 326 IAC 6-2-3 Emission limitations for
facility is operated or the nameplate capacity, facilities specified in 326 IAC 6-2-1(b)
whichever is specified in the facility's operation Sec. 3. (a) Particulate emissions from
permit application, except when some lower indirect heating facilities existing and in

capacity is contained in the facility's operation operation before September 21. 1983.

permit, in which case, the capacity specified in shall be limited by the following equation:

the operation permit shall be used.

For Q less than 10 mmBtu/hr, Pt shall not exceed 0.6.
For Q greater than or equal to 10,000 mmBtu/hr Pt
shall not exceed 0.2. Figure 1 may be used to estimate Pt = C X a X h
allowable emissions. 76.5 X Q. 7-, X No 25
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Where:

C = Maximum ground level concentration with
respect to distance from the point source at the
"critical" wind speed for level terrain. This shall
equal 50 migrograms per cubic meter (W/m3 ) for
a period not to exceed a sixty (60) minute time
period.

Pt = Pounds of particulate matter emitted per million
Btu heat input (lb/mmBtu).

Q = Total source maximum operating capacity rat-
ing in million Btu per hour (mmBtwhr) heat
input. The maximum operating capacity rating
is defined as the maximum capacity at which the
facility is operaten or the nameplate capacity,
whichever is speciicd in the facility's operation
permit application, except when some lower
capacity is contained in the facility's operation
permit; in which case, the capacit, specified in
the operation permit shall be used.

N = Number of stacks in fuel burning operation.

a = Plume rise factor which is used to make allow-
ance for less than theoretical plume rise. The
value 0.67 shall be used for Q less than or equal
to 1,000 mmBtu/hr heat input. Thie value 0.S
shall be used for Q greater than 1.000 mmBtu, hr
heat input.

h = Stack height in feet. If a number of stacks of
different heights exist, the average stack height
to represent "N" stacks shall be calculated by
weighing each stack height with its particulate
matter emission rate as follows:

N
1 H, X pat X Q

h i l
N

1 pat X Q
i=l

Where:

pa = the actual controlled emission rate in lb/mmBtu
using the emission factor from AP-42 or stack
test data. Stacks constructed after January 1.
1971, shall be credited with GEP stack height
only. GEP stack height shall be calculated as
specified in 326 IAC 1-7.
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(b) The emission limitations for those emission limitations for each facility are this time perio-j will be different.
indirect heating facilities which were ex- specified in its operation permit. Signifi- (d) Particulate emissions from all facili-
isting and in operation on or before June cant impact levels are defined in 326 IAC ties used for indirect heating purposes
8, 1972, shall be calculated using the 2-3-2(d). which were existing and in operation on or
equation contained in subsection (a) of (c) The emission limitations for those before June 8, 1972, shall in no case ex-
this section where: Q, N, and h shall indirect heating facilities which began op- ceed 0.8 lb/mmBtu heat input.
include the parameters for all facilities in eration after June 8, 1972, and before (e) Particulate emissions from any facil-
operation on June 8, 1972. The resulting September 21, 1983. and those facilities ity used for indirect heating purposes
Pt is the emission limitation for each facil- which receive permits to construct prior to which has 250 mmBtu/hr heat input or
iiN existing on that date and will not be to September 21, 1983, shall be calculated less and which began operation after June
affected by the addition of any subsequent using the equation contained in subsection 8, 1972. shat] in no case exceed 0.6
facilit. The particulate ernssions from all (a) of this section where: Q, N. and h shah lbimmBtu heat input.
of the facililies which were in Yistence on include the parameters for the facility in
June 8. 197- may be allocated in an% way question and for those facilities which
among these facilities provided that they were previousy constructed or received 326 IAC f-2-4 Emission limitations for
will not :-esult in a significantly greater air prior permits to construct, The limitations facilities spe-fied in 226 IAC 6-2-1(ci
qualit% impac! leve: at an' receptor than for all previously permitted facilities do Sec. 4. (:,) Particulate emissions from
that which Aouid result if the particulate not change. The Q, N. h. and Pt for each indirect heating facilities constructed after
emissions from each of these facilities facility at a source which begins operation September 21. 1983 shali be limited by
%%ere limited to Pt: and provided that the or receives a construction permit during the following equation:

Pt = 1.09

QO.26

WVherc.
T. Pounds of particulate matter emitted per million

Btu (lb'mm Btu) heat input.

Q = Total source maximum operating capacity rat-
ing in million Btu per hour (mmBtu,'hr) heat
input. The maximum o-erating capacity rating
is defined as the maximum capacity at which the
facility is operated or the nameplate capacity,
whichever is specified in the facility's permit
application, except when some lower capacity is
contained in the facility's operation permit: in
which case, the capacity specified in the npera-
tion permit shall be used.

For Q less than 10 mmBtuihr, Pt shall progressively newer facilit. will be more
not exceed 0.6. for Q greater than or equal stringent until the total plant capacity
to 10,000 mmBtuhr, Pt shall not exceed reaches 10,000 mmBtu/hr after which the
0.1. Figure 2 may be used to estimate emmission limit for each newer facility
allowable emissions. will be 0.1 lb/mmBtu heat input. The

rated capacities for facilities regulated by
(b) As each new indirect heating facil- 326 IAC 12, New Source Performance

ity is added to a plant Q will increase. As Standards, shall be included when calcu-
a result, the emission limitation for each lating 0 for subsequent facilities.
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PtfALLOWABLE POLNDS DUST/MILLiON BT'J INPUT
C

,LX

ii I,,[ i j I, J lll, ,,, ~ l ~ 'i Ci t,!, t I I .
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Ptf ALLOVABLE POUNDS DUST/MILLION M INPUT
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TIME STEAM FLOW COAL PPH

0100 23200 2,578

0200 22147 2,460

0300 21604 2,400

0400 22038 2,449

0500 21947 2,439

0600 23236 2,582

0700 29360 3, i62

00 34046 3,783

0900 32695 3,633

1000 33420 3,713

!100 33023 3,669

1200 33019 3,669

1300 32420 3,602

1400 32272 3,586

1500 32527 3,614

1600 33865 3,763

1700 34070 3,786

1800 34050 3,783

1900 33605 3,734

2000 33498 3,722

2100 33602 3,734

2200 33745 3,749

2300 33333 3,704

2400 21910 2 434

SMEDLEY A. GRAHAM WS-10 DAFC. JAMES R. WILLIAMS WS-07
PLANT FOREMAN ASSISTANT FOREMAN

7.16



TNME STEAM FLOW COAL PPH

0:,00 17414 1,935

0200 18431 2,048

0300 192'? 2,135

04003C55 2,172

0500 190FEv 2,120

0600 12913 1,435

0700 10901 1,211

00300 16620 1,.845

0900 33714 3,746

1000 37900 4,211

1100 38488 4,276

12 0 1 3 70 70 4,119

300 350 3,900

14100 31902 3,545

,500 303290 3,377

600 2 7406 3,045

1700 27557 3,062

7200 26972 2,997

1900 26797 2,977

20 27 03 7 3,004

21J 2 6 '6 7 2,996

22% 73413,038

2 0 0 2693 2,966

2400 19143 2,016

<A F A O 0DA FC. JAMES R. WILLIAMS WS-07
C7 - l ASSISTANT FOREMAUP

,~~~ 7 --



BOILER #5

T!M L.T STEAi PLOW COAL FP. 2C Fab 92

¢I00 56314 6,055

02U, 563S4 6,06:

0300 570 05 6, 130

0400 56218 6,045

050C 5 5 676 5,987

060( 55711 5, 990

e700) 56ZO5 6,054

0900 550741 5,922,-

0900: 55505 5,962

1oo, 54821 5,S94
1100 5458:7 5,S69
200 E54 3 075,847

1300 5787C- 5,797

140x 54769 5,889

1500:. 57060o 5,705

160( 54066 5,e!4

170( 54152 5, S27
!300 55==162 5,901

! ._.,, 5446c 5, e56

200C ,- .... 51952 5,575

-20D": 5481 5,745

-=2D 54560 5,S67

270C 566&2 60934

24gI ~ !2-:' WAFC. " ""ME R. WILLIAMS "JE-:7
ASISTANT FOREMAN

38
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Branch Code 44

31415
Lao 02/_2_2_/92 STANDARD L"RRTORIMES,INC
Date Rec _

Date San-;Ied

YOURSELVES
Sampc Ey

305 CSG/DEMPH
BLDG. 223 - HEAT PLANT
ATTN: MR. JIM WILLIAMS
GRISSOM AFB, IN 46571-5320

SAMFLE ,DENTIF'CATION

CAN #4467
BOILER #3
RUN #1
02/13/92

% Moisture % Ash % Volatile % Fixed Carbon BTU./LB. % Sulfur

As Recj 10.73 7.30 30.77 51.20 11551 0.75

Dry Bas:s 8.18 34.47 57.35 12939 0.84

M-A-Free 14092

S(JRPROTE -TCN tHIS DOCUMENT HAS Respectfully Submitted.
eE='j OpiNTED ON CONTROLLED PAPER STOCK

NOT / ALD F ALTERED 40 M (



44
Branch Code

Lab. No .__31414K u l l -,_STA N DARD__ _________ ______

02/22/92 STAND:RD,,,B.R,.,,IES,.
Date Rec'd_

Date Sampled

YOURSELVES
Sampled By

305 CSG/DEMPH

BLDG. 223 - HEAT PLANT
ATTN: MR. JIM WILLIAMS
GRISSOM AFB, IN 46971-532A

SAMPLE [DENTIF;CATION

CAN #2819
BOILER #3
RUN #2
02/13/92

% Moisture % Ash % Vclatile % Fixed Carbon BTU LB % Sulfur

As Recd 11.13 7.36 30.03 51.48 11346 0.89

Dry Basis 8.28 33.79 57.93 12767 1.01

M-A-Free 13920

FCR YOUR PROTECTION THIS DOCUMENT HAS Respectfully Submitted
BEEN PRINTED ON CONTROLLED PAPER STOCK

NOT VAUD IF ALTERED HARK H /SMITH

41 
7



rich Code 44________________

3 14 1
No02/22 /92 STANDARD LABORATORIESINC.

e Rec ~_____________________

e Sornplec

YOURS ELVES
ri:el B;'

305 CSG/DEMPH
BLDG. 223 -- HEAT P~LANT

ATTN: MR. JIM WILL1AMS
GRISSOM AFB. IN 46971'-5320

X*,1PLE 'CE'%T F ,7AT! Th

CAN #4120
BOILER #3
RUN #3
02/13/92

VcMisture %Ash %Volatile % Fixed Carbon B.T.U./LB. %Sulfur

s Recd 11.89 7.66 29.42 51.03 11181 0.83

ry Basis----------------8.69 33.39 57.92 12690 0.94

13898

W ~J R U Pr(OTIEC TIUN THIS DOCUMENT A' Rescectfully Submitted,
BEEN PRINTED ON CONTROLLED PAPER 'ST(CK 4

I NOT VAUD 'FALTERED 4 AKH Mi



44
Branch Code __

-412

Lab . No __________________ N 02/22/92 a STANDARD LRORRTORIESINC.
Date Rec d

Date Sampled

YOURSELVESSampled By

305 CSG/DEMPH
BLDG. 223 - HEAT PLANT
ATTN: MR. JIM WILLIAMS
GRISSOM AFB, IN 46971-5320

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION

CAN #2030
BOILER #4
RUN #1
02/11/92

% Moisture % Ash % Vcjatile % F;xed Carbon BTU /LB % Sulfur

As Rec'd. 8.36 7.75 30.50 53.39 11738 0.66

Dry Basis 8.46 33.28 58.26 12808 0.72

M-A-Free 13992

FOR YOUR PROTECTION THIS DOCUMENT HAS Respectfully Submitted
BEEN PRINTED ON CONTROLLED PAPER STOCK

NOT VAUD IF ALTERED. 43 MARK H( SMITH



44
Brancr, CcCe - -_____________________

3 14'

02/22/92STANDARD LASORATCRIES,INC.
Date Rec i__________________

Date SamplIed

YOURSELVES
SamLri'i 5;

305 CSG/DEMPH
BLDG. :223 - HEAT PLANT
ATTN: Mt . JIM WILLIAMS
GRISISCM APB. IN 46971-5320

S AN, 1 LBr E E %7F:-A -,-N,

CAN #1284
BOILEP #4
RUN #2
02/11/92

Moisture Ash %Volatile Fixed Carbon STU/'LB. % Sulfur

As Rec 6.07 8.00 32.05 53.88 12117 0.90

Dry Basis ----- 8.52 34.12 57.36 12900 0.95

M-A-F'ee 14101

CR CR PRCIECTICN 1"iS DOCUMENT HA Respectfully Submitted.
BENPRINTED CIN CONTROLLED PAPER STOCK

NTALID IF ALTERED 44HRKH SMITH



nch Code 4 4

31410
No.02/22/92 STANDARD LIBOR6 TORIES, INC.

e Rec'd.

e Sampled

YOURSELVES
ipled By

305 CSG/DEMPH
BLDG. 223 - HEAT PLANT
ATTN: MR. JIM WILLIAMS
GRISSOM AFB. IN 46971-5320

MPLE IDENTIFICATION

CAN #4606
BOILER #4
RUN #3
02/11/92

% Moisture % Ash %1 Volatile 9% Fixed Carbon BTU /LB % Sulfur

Rec'd 5.81 8.06 32.03 54.10 12107 0.95

jBasis 8.56 34.00 57.44 12854 1.01

A-Free 14057

FOR YOUR PROTECTION THIS OCUMENT HAS Respectfully Suhmilled.

BEEN PRINTED ON CONTROLLED PAPER STOCK

NOT VAUD IF ALTERED 45( MARK 4. SMITH



44
nch Code 3____ 14________8 ___________

02/22/92 =M mSTANDARD LABORATORIES, INC.

YOURS ELVES

3(,A5 CSG/DEMPH
BLDG, 223 - HZ.T PLANT
ATTN: MR. JIM WILLIAMS
GISSOt' AFB, IN 46971-5320

AYF!E DENTPECA-,hCN

CAN #1756
BOI T.ER #5
RUN #1
02/20/ -2'

", Mcis~ure %Ash % Vola*,ile 0Fixed Carton B7TU 'LB % Sulfur

;Rec 13.15 7.12 32.19 47.54 11495 0.61

y~as's --- 8.20 37.07 54.73 13235 0.70

*A-~The14417

F(OF YCIJR PPOTE,?.GiN THIS COCUMENT HAS R ,eliiySbitd
13EE1 PRINTED O.N CppNR(LLED PAPER '3"(- Re-ct4LySbmLe

NOT VAUD 'F AITFPFP- A K H
46



44
Branch Code __

31417

Lab No 02/22/92 STANDARD. LABR TORIEINC.
Date Rec d

Date Sampled

YOURSELVES
Sampled By

305 CSG/DEMPH
BLDG. 223 - HEAT PLANT
ATTN: MR. JIM WILLIAt!3
GRISSOM AFB, IN 4-$971-5320

SAMPLE IDENTIFICATION

CAN #4234
BOILER #5
RUN #2
02/20/92

% Moisture % Ash % Volatile % Fixed Carbon B.T.U iLB Sulfur

As Recd. 14.45 7.74 29.37 48.44 11078 0.74

Dry Basis 9.05 34.33 56.62 12949 0.87

M-A-Free 14238

FOR YOUR PROTECTION THIS DOCUMENT HAS Respectfully Submiled 10A
BEEN PRINTED ON CONTROLLED PAPER STOCK

NOT VAUD IF ALTERED 47 K H SMITH



44
'ich Code ___________________

31416

No02/22/92 STANDARD LABORATORIES,INC.
a Rec'd____________________

a Sampled

YOURSELVES
ipled By

305 CSG/DEMPH
BLDG. 223 - HEAT PLANT
ATTN: MR. JIM WILLIAMS
GRISSOM AFB, IN 46971-5320

AMPLE IDENTIFICATION

CAN #4997
BOILER #5
RUN #3
02/20/92

R Moisture 0% Ash % Volatile % Fixed Carbon B.T.U./LB. % Sulfur

~Rec'd. 16.62 6.34 33.87 43.17 11085 1.34

y Basis ----- 7.61 40.62 51.77 13295 1.61

-A-Free 14390

FOR YOUR PROTECTION THI DOCUMENT HAS Rsetul umte!W
BEEN PRINTED ON CONTROLLED PAPER STOCK.ReptulySbted

NOT VAUD IF ALTERED 4 AKH MT
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DETERMINATION OF MINIMUM NUMBER OF TRAVERSE POINTS

Stack ID: BYPASS Stack diameter at ports: 5.5 (ft)

Distance A (ft) 11.5 (duct diameters) 2.1

Recommended number of traverse points as determined by

distance A: 12

Distance B (ft) 39.5 (duct diameters) 7.2

Recommended number of traverse points as determined by

distance B: 12

Number of traverse points used: 12

5.5' 0.33'

A

50
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AIR POLLUTION PARTICULATE ANALYTICAL DATA

BASE DATE RUN NUMBER

c:;r(5, , , JA:,, J§-,' ',3 9 , / ( )
BUILDING NUMBER SOURCE NUMBER

PARTICULATES

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT PARTICLES

FILTER NUMBER . 0O 2 i?"j 0"3 3 ll

ACETONE WASHINGS (Probe. Front
Unl Filter) o3. 7r f /03. q c f' o r a

BACK HALF (it needed)

Total Weight of Particulate* Collected o. 9 2 2 /

II. WATER

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT WATER
(0m)(4)( )

IMPINGER 1 (7120)

E2.C

IMPINGER 2 (H20) . C Z)

IMPINGER 3 (Dry)

IMPINGER 4 (Silica Gel) .0 2- 8"% z

Total IWeight of Water Collected -, - ,....-

Ill. GASES (Dr)

rTEM" ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS AVERAGE1 2 3 4

VOL %C02 7-.

VOL % 02 /2-/ i2.Z. l;.2

VOL % CO

VOL % N 2

Vol % N 2 (100%- % CO 2 . %02 % CO)

OEHL FORM 20MAY 78 5 2



AIR POLLUTION PARTICULATE ANALYTICAL DATA
BASE DATE RUN NUMBER

BUILDING NUMBER SURCE NUMBER

Ike47Q (q7 / 22 3-
T" PARTICULATES

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT PARTICLES
(901)()

FILTER NUMBER P 5C

ACETONE WASHINGS (Probe, Front
Hialf Pilfer) /o .32 Z9 ____________

B AC K H A LF (it needed)

.. .... : Total Weight of Particulates Collected )0'

11. WATER

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT WATER

IMPINGER I (H20) 226 0 0 -

IMPINGER 2 (1120)

IMPINGER 3 (Dry)4,

IMPINGER 4 (Silica Gal) 
0

Total Weight of Water Collected 3r~

Ill ____________GASES (Dry)

SITEM ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS AVERAGE12 3 4

VOL %C02 7-. 7- ir 7. &7

VOL~12 %Z21-

VOL % CO

VOL % N2

Val " 2 (100% S CO 2 -%02 .% CO)

OEHL FOR M 20 53MAY 71



AIR POLLUTION PARTICULATE ANALYTICAL DATA

BASE OATE RUN NUMBER

BUILDING NUMBER SOURCE NUMBER

PARTICULATES

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT PARTICLES
(w)'(Ur) (an)

FILTER NUMBER

•,_75- 0.2T60
ACETONE WASHINGS (Probe, Frnt
Hell Flt') 7 . 7. 5" o o.o 3 3

BACK HALF (if needed)

Total Weigh~t of Particulates Collected 3/'7
II. WATER

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT WATER
(gin) (Dun) (din)

IMPINGER I (HJ20)

IMPINGFR 2 (1120)

cZ, 2 CD

IMPINGER 3 (Dry)

IMPINGER 4 (Silica Gel) 05 7 Z7

Total Weight of Water Collected j7• 33. 7

III. GASES (Dry)

- ITEM ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS AVERAGE
1 2 3 4

VOL %C0 2  . 7 C7 7. C 7.o

VOL % 02 )3.0 13. o /. V

VOL % CO

VOL % N2

Vol %N 2 (100% - % CO2 . % 02% CO)

OEHL FORM 20MAY 78 54
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X2jVISIBLE EMISSION O2SERVATION F0:3RM O

(3P3Y1.:.~CSERVATnON DATE jSTART Tl.Iz ENO TI.1ME

0RT~RS is 30 0 J S COMMAENTS

SrA ~ ZIP 2 ~1 ______

~r,.3,0 41 7V6J 3UdE 97! 21 10___________

(KEY CC.NITACT) SORE10.~E

~~ ___ _20 20 __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

T'iOCESS ECU:?%ENT OEAING MOCE '~Z . i 2 1e7
:CNTROL ECUIPMENT OPEPAflNG M C120LE 20 c __________

EIGHT A&OV=E G,;CUNQ. LEVEL hEIGHT RELATIVE TO OBSERVER 1

/00 ii ir4i- /400o End ____
0STAINCE FRCm 03SEZ3VEq C:RECT7ON FROM OBSERVER 12 2o j2 7 0 I 0 ____________

-f0 End -ZrlI/ It/- Erd 13 zol r z0o

=SCRIBE EMISS ONS I42,

471351CC- CC'R IF %71JER DROPLET PLUME 152v~L~i -

ian 1A-l End Anachmij 0 - etachpd

IF P F-XF T..tHCPAC'Ty Y AS Or==AMINE0 - 7 1?_________

:all End 17 Z ,

=SCRISE PLUME BACKGROUND Is 25'J
[r -5(End19 q 4A A 70 4A. (o ')

A-(CROUN.O CCLOrj SKY CONOI -,Otis yo__ ___0_____W___70_

UW EI- Star1ovikcalAI End 2 p 22

'IND 5 EEb IN DOIREC --1ON En 1 i t i
-a 7 Enld S~art 

______E__d_21_____

%S3!ENT T.IP ] W E BULB TEMP jRH. pecm22 21' J o ±z ____ __

:arl II End23

=xSOUACS LAYOU T SKETCH Dr Nor'm Arrvw -

026 Lii _____

JzII~i~Emssvon Point 27 15 / f1~ f______________
28 Ir 0'- r__ i _________

29 /-4zo_ _ __ _ __ _ _

Q ~~ ~ L30 2. 2LL..2C0 _________

Observees Pa,.e1 41% 19,

140,OGNZT

Sun1.;r L2ione rn

DITIONAL LJF-ORMATION CE71iE -4.t4 DAY /

____ ___ ____ ___ _ -58



VISIBLE EMISSION 02SERVATION FORMA

CaSERVATION4 DA7E SrART TIMEI- ENO TIMIE

STREET AC FPESS Ja 1s 30 AS MMms

A1STATE ZIP0

PHONE (KEY CC.,;TAC-&) SORC IO NIaE

,ROCESS E tJPENT OPE3 ATING lAOr::I5 2 I/ __________

:C 1T-OL ECUIPMENT PECPAlNG mc

___ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ __ 101 zep 15-.I 1 r Z cJ
IEGrAOZ A DLEVEL HEIGHT RELATIVE TO Ca5IERVYER 11J/f 20 20o121 __________

ISTANCZ FROm OESFERVSN~ C:A-C 7ON FROM CE!SERVErl 12L.i~iL 0

~i1 ~End Start 4/'W Er=d 1 72

Lan I3 E dSIO S2 
l '

?.,SSCN COLORPI WATER DROcPLET1 PLUM-E 15! _ _ ___________

an ft . End De3ctp -j 16r ___ ____________

___ ___ __ ___ ___ __ ___ __ 1 0 If __ __7_

C.4 NT~PLU.Mc AT.CHO CTYWSOEhM eOI ______ _________

an 44;t 3,d ld ~ End 17 i 0 20 Ic' __5__ _ __ _ _

ESC1EPLUME SACKGOROUNO III § Ir
ar End 19 2 ILK (_________
kCX<CROWNO CCLOR. SKY COPNDI11TIONS____________

-11# Endi Start UPLAVeA*;l/ En d2

INO S ,'EED' WiANO 0IRECTION-.H

Li 1End Sal 9End 21 - p 5 __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

aENT TEMP wE~~'4-T BULB TEMP jR. eclt ? /5 l ~ I O ___________

i .2 Ir End 4T__ __ __ __ __ -. c I _ _ _ __ _ _

SrC=C LAYOUJT SKETCH- - r Nortfl Amu-

Emisi'w Point 27

29 20 2,0~r________

1430

-. /h~~ -a

Sun Lo~at~on Lino

TIONAL WPFORPJATIO'd IED~E A// / -
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~SVISIBLE EMISSION O2SCERVATIIN FORM'v

ZIAN 0.E,,CSERVAI DAT START TIME END TUmE

~~~~~~ 14d 77 fw 0  
1  _______

MEE JkPESS SC J 15 30 4 COfAAENTS

Tr54n STATE 2I 13- 204 20 20 ,~.
+ONE (KEY CCN'TAGcT) SOURCE I0 NU tdEr -______________

.7 20 Z _ 45_ __ __2__ __

E u:PmEW OPERATING MOC ' -z .7 f- 2'

DiTMOL, ECUIPMENT )OPERATING MOCE - rL 70 14 2o f, (9~~dl-
4 

k 4 .~

20 2'4 70 2a

En0 120 2o 2T 2 0

STANCE F.1Om 03SER=vEq DIRECTION FROM OBSERVER 12 r zoI 2e

'in 200 End S'arl A,;-g E,. j 13w

:SCRIBE EMISSIONS 
f -___ _____________

anl -
4

144 n 14 .r f 0 2o __________

'iSSIC-N COLOR 1;: WATER DROPLET, PL.UME 1S 2o -to 20___________

k tt 51 End A.-3010.d 0 Delach e 0 C

):NT 1.4 TIL PLU,.1E A7. W,'HICH OPACITY WAS DETER-MINEO -0 -2 -p1F

in ?/41.e :z. End 17 A4 9 Z4

SCRIBE PLUME BACKGROUND O

irt E mi 191

C<KCRCUl'OCCLOR SKY CONPS 20 60 20 Z 0

NO SPEEC d10NO DIRECIION 20 - ~ Z _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

611 1 44 End Sart Al't/ End 21 x~ cp 2o 20 _ __ _ __]__

13.!ENT TEMP WET BULB TEMP PIH. pec~ 22 0 zV },rIz __________

zxSU AOUT SKETCH Dra- Nonn Arraw - - -- _ _

4jj 2c -04 yo ir _____

1+ G~L~ 25_________

26Li

is27on P0._2_

C)28 .2o tO0 15-

oes R*SNAM (PRI /

OS DATE

--- ~;*i;c~~on ineORGANIZ 7 ON04  ,

TIONAL INFOAMI7ONE r&3qDI' A .
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Boiler 4 Field Data
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AIR POLLUTION PARTICULATE ANALYTICAL DATA

OAE AT E RUN NUMBER

BUILDING NUMBER SORENME

ATCUATES

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT PARTICLES

FILTER NUMBER 0,o2 IV~~ O 3/

ACETONE WASHINGS (Probe, Front J1 /orf. 4.03
Hall Filter) 41! .0 '0

BACK HALF (it needed)

Total Weight of Particulates Collected *4Y~5

11. WATER

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT WATER

IMPINGER 1 (1120)

IMPINGER 2 (7120)

IMPINGER 3 (Di,')

IMPINGER 4 (Slica Gel)

-- Total Weight of Water Collectedq7

Ill. ~~~~GASES (Dry) __________

ITEM ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS AVERAGE
12 3 4

VOL %C02 r-7

VOL % 02

VOL % CO

VOL % N2

Vol % N2 = (100% .% CO 2 . % O-% CO)

OEHL FORM 20
MAY 76
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AIR POLLUTION PARTICULATE ANALYTICAL DATA

BASE DATE RUN NUMBER

6"b.fiam AW6, Irv F
BUILDING NUMBER SOURCE NUMBER+

1.PARTICULATES ______________________

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT PARTICLES
()(0m) (90)

FILTER NUMBER ~3 l

ACETONE WASHINGS (Probe, Front C, 53
Halt Filt.r) (o.58 2q.- o_ _ _ _ _

BACK HALF (it needed)

* ~Total Weight of Particulates Collected3 'a

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT WATER
I'd-2) (907) (amn)

IMPINGER I (Rf20) 237 .2620 17

IMPINGER 2 (H20) 0 0

IMPINGER 3 (Dry)

IMPINGER 4 (Silica Gel) -(

Total Weight of Water Collected 5

Ill.GAE(Dy

ITMANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS AVERAGE

VOL % CO 2

VOL %0 2  /0-7 /- -

VOL % CO

VOL %. N2

Vol % N2 = (100% . % CO 2 -% 02 - % CO)

OELFORM 06
OELMA Y 7606



AIR POLLUTION PARTICULATE ANALYTICAL DATA
BASE DATE RUN NUMBER

6~svA 1/6, IA- I
BUILDING NUMBER SOURCE NUMBER (

PARTICULATES

IT EM 1 FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT PARTICLE$
(8)'(ai) (am)

FILTER NUMBER 0.5630 0. Lr 7 7 027r3

ACETONE WASHINGS (Probe, Front 9J
Hall Filter) 7f -0

BACK HALF (it needed)

Total Weight of Portlculates Collected.33 9

if. WATER

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT IN;TIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT WATER

IMPNGE (am)0 (2m)

IMPINGER 2 (H120)

IMPINGER 3 (Dry)

IMPINGER 4 (Silica Gel) .2

Total Weight of Water Collected5

I II. ~~GASES (Dry)__________

ITEM ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS AVERAGE1 2 3 4

VOL %CO2 IF90 ___ ___ _ _P__?

VOL %O 02 ~ /0.9 /o.5/099

VOL % CO

VOL %N 2

Vol % N2 =(100%-% CO 2 . %02 % CO)

OEHL FORM 20MAY 7S 64
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VISIBLE EMISSION O2SERVATION FORM

CZ4PANV:xj 03EAIION DATE START rimi EN 0TI4 E

&4OO~s #2, S 0 is 30 4 COMAJENTS

10 1 /f if __ __ _ __

CIYSTATE ZIP 2 ~ ,, 5 f __________

ctl'7 I j 0^1 j71 ,"Ib 971 3_____

PHONE (KEY CC.'aACT) SOURCE 10 NUIPIdEA __________

____ ___ ___ ____ ___ ___ ___ /0 /5- 1_ _ __ _ _

PROCESS OCU:P%4ENT OPERATING tMODE zo Ii~I' _____

CO.NTROL~ ~~ EC I M ITA O PERA nNG M O DE - -AL

CESC1119E EP.,,S:ON PC-:JT / ~ Ii / ___________

4,f ff JYA ,0/ _______

10 1~I~7i/ 
___________

HEIGHT A2OVE GACUNO LEVEL. H-EIGHT RELATIVE TO OBSERVER I
/070 n- J00t oO End /1/10

DISTANCE FRON1 OBSERV5.- DIR=ECTION FROM' OBSERVER 12~~ o oI.
Sj.-4a End Start lvew/ End 1 0 1,, o .
O- SCR14E EMSSONS 14 ,~. ~ 5 , ___________

Z~~~arl ~~~~End- __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

SV$SSICN-' COLOR I;: WATER DROPLET PLUME 15 ' ~ f

S~art End Altachftd 0) Detacehd r- _ - - _________~PC;. T lIJ TH~ PLU.ME A7 ':HiCH OPACITY WAtS DETERMiNED 6 /O ~ /

szn2End 17 j~,j/)___________

DES3CRIBE PLUME BACKG ROUNO 18 20J'r1r _______________

Stan!6 End 19

Slart En r. - S-tart A u.icf End 2 j, ,fI: ~
V/IND'sEtD IND DIREC7iON z~ -

sa-1 7 Kw~ij En St )/(A')End 21 I /0 09 /
AN13IET TEMP 1 WET BULB TEMP PH. percent --- /bvtz I 5- ~U6-
S:art 3 End -, 17 I 1 ~ 0 7

stxSOURCE LAYOUT SKETCH Dra. Nornn Arro'w[ I - -

(C> 24
Sun + KLv 2S ,~ o ' ______

Wid ~- 0 26 hp,_________

- = x ~~Emnision Point t Lv2

025 yVERS NAMEJE.Rl"T

Obseivees Po,'.omn W AIAJ 1 /A'WJ

O R M AZA TA 

T

Sun Localfort Line / 4,f7r,"e6.

ADIIOA nFoRM iO CERTIFIED DY' D ATE

______ 7-aw .r 7/i
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__- VISIBLE EMISSION 02SERVATION FORIMNo

C-3%Ip~OBCaEAVATION DAIE START Tl.I= EOT

0 0 4 COMMENTS

2 o 1_1 2 1 2____

STATE ~ ~ 2 2 r1 2f JO

PH~ONE (KEY CC."JTAGTi) SOURCE ID rNU141EA

/0 c f, _________

PROCESS EqUIP%4EN OPERATING IACE s /f I20 I ~ I20 ___________

CA~DIT-AOL ECUIPMENT OPERATING MOE - 7 202- 20.

7- RIBE EMISS;QN PcNT a -,0jL ___________

9* IV 20 -25- ~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

10 257 I 25- '10 1 z __ __ _ __ __

HEIGHT ABOVE GAOUND LEVEL HEIGHT RELAIVE TO OBSERVER 1

/09~ End 20 124 22 ________

DISTANCE FRO0M OBSERVER DiRECTION FROM OSSFR'IER 12 2 I ~ z ___________

Smn /r End S~ar1 b'li.4h13 -20 2r 2r

DzECRI3BE EAISSIONS md 4 10

S~ar1 End'0 2

Em.ISSICN COLOR j1; WATER DROPLETl PLUME 15 ~zr 2o zo

San 4p" End Aniacheod 0 Defacthd 0C2

.N4T ru Tp.E, pLUME ATV Wi-lIC PACrrY WAS DETERMINED -ZJ

S:avl ' 4ra ,+v End 17 .70 2 3- 9 C 0

DESCRIBE PLUME BACKGROUND Eid Z8 zo { 2 ,-Jr _________

BACX~CON CO SKY CONDITI1ONS ____Z_______20__

Su, 4~ E r. Stan &rqct End 20 2vLo l yo 20v

WIND SPEED- VJ1NO DIFICciom n ~ o _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

St A-. End I__________nd 1 1 1

AM3!ENT TEMP WVET BULB TEMP H ec" 2

3~x SOURCE LAYOUT SKETCH Ora. Norm? Affcw-

Sun + 11U 25 a0i _________

026 zv t LI' Zo

miston Point 27 -r ,o_______________
28 if 3f- , _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

*029 /p l- ,-i :*_ _ _ _

30 30 1 3 f t _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

08 E 'S NAM 'F -7-

09O RS S!, T DATE

Sun Location in rM 5 ",) / 1 /2
ADDITIONAL INFORM06ATIOM CETFE D r/~~CL4
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VISISLE EMISSION, O25FEVATION FO3M 1%o. 3
CO~JPAN NA:.,144 caSERVATI N DATE jSATT END TII*.4E

Fde- 7/ 92.11- -/ it 2-

STR_=ET jDOR!SS scS 0 s 3O 45 COMMENTS

t If .20] /

SAPr " AnJ2 L9-Y1 - - -

PNONE14 (EY CCNlTACT) SOURCE 1D NUMdER - .L L... ' I __________

PRCS PUIP%4ENT ~OPERATING IACDE= i/5 9____________

CONTROL ECUIPMENT jjOAn MODE / 3I~2L.

OPERdkW 7IL/U /0 1./9 -_______

CESCRISF, EPMSS ON PC.;NT 
r 5 _ __________

H4EGHt AaOVZ- GAOUND LEVEL H~EIGHET RELATIVE TO OBSERVER 11 .20 2a 2C

/pip -,at A End

DISTANCE FROM OBSE.-VER- DIRECTION FROM OBSERVER 1

Srnn If -' n jS n A/ End 2 0 2 0_ __2_ _ _ _ _

DSCRIBE EmiSS;ONS 
I~ __________

slarlEnd

Ef-tSIC N COLOR FWATER DOPLET PLUME 5- /- 1 - ___________

Startt1/4" En A-.lachmd Dectd G --

P04 NT LUEA7V C OPACITY WAS OFTiZRMINED is /0 /0

Sm 11Aiplp /4' End 1 7 i I f / 0 __ _ _ __ _ _

DESCRIBE PLUME SAC4GROUNO4 is 20, fLL7
Start j it End-r 

-

aACA(CAOU.o CCLOA SKY C ONPS -9 /V 20 _____ ______

Stn- et r, tn nd 2___1_zvZv

Swnl~~~fWIN ErRE hwooRs)ON Zi
sman )/0ftpj En :art' A4S(P End 21 v~L 1~
A.MI3ENT TEP - WET BULB TEMP RH. pecn 2 .- I/rj_________

t"-SOURCE LAYOUT SKETC34 Ora" Norm A'~ - - -

Sn + 2S o i Ze _ _ _ _ _ _

"ed -_____

~~--Lo ;;----------
Loea ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~BSOn* NAME. 1"__________________________________

__ __ __ __ _ __ __ __ __ _ __ __ __ __ _ CERTIFIEOD Y' 7

WOITIOa'IAL L4NFORM^TON 
4
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AIR POLLUTION PARTICULATE ANALYTICAL DATA
BASE DATE RUN UMBER

6, S. 4Ma 2V 0 96

BUILDING NUMBERSORENMR

PARTICULA TES

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT PARTICLES

FILTER NUMBER2 

C

ACETONE WASHINGS (Probe. Front

Hall filter) J9-15~ f.3 2 a?
BACK HALF (it needed)

Total Weigh~t of Particulate% Collected E

gg. WATER

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT WATER

IMPINGER 1 (7120) .2327 3 2-

IMPINGFR 2 ()120) ~206 
2

IMPINGER 3 (Vrr) 
0

IMPINGER 4 (Silica, 0.1) .2 67 "70 0 6.7

Total Weight of Waer. Collected 41

I II. ~~~~~~~~~~GASES (Dry.)____________________

ITMANALYSIS AUALYSIS AIAALYSIS ANALYSIS AVERAGEIT M12 3 4

VOL %C0 2  /0-2.& /00 /v

VOL %O 02 q g

VOL % CO

VOL % H2

Vol H2~ (100% % C0 2 . % 02 -%CO)

OEHL FORM 20MAY 70 72



AIR POLLUTION PARTICULATE ANALYTICAL DATA
BASKE DATE RUN NUMBER

/Ifost 4/ , T0 z 2
BUILDING NUMBER 

SOURCE NUMBER,_ j

PARTICULATES

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT PARTICLES
(grn) (800)("

PILTER NUMBER
C.2' ' ~

ACETONE WASHINGS (Probe, FrontI
Hal ilter) 712 707 o,37

BACK HALF (II n..dod)

Teol WeightI of Particulate* Collected

II. WATER

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT WATER

(jm)G R 
(120) (-)

IMPINGER 2 (7120)

IMPINGER 3 Mryi)0

IMPINGER 4 (Silica Gol) ~71d0&

... ....... Total Weight of Water Collected / 7

Ill GASES (Der)

ITEM ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS AVERAGE2 3 4

VOL I&C02q

VOL % 0

10.2-. le.1 2, o 2- )tZ

VOL % CO

VOL % N2

Va9 % N 2 1'(100% -%C0 2 . 02~ CO)

OEHL FORM 20 7



AIR POLLUTION PARTICULATE ANALYTICAL DATA
BASE DATE RUN NUMBER

WUILDING NUMBER SOURCE NUMBER

PARTICULATES

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT PARTICLES

FILTER NUMBER

ACETONE WASHINGS (Probe, Front
Hall Filter) 952( 3 c, 2 70 o.3923
BACK HALF (It needed)

. ... ...T o l W .I g h o f P a ti u a e s C o e t e -7 . p

II. WATER

ITEM FINAL WEIGHT INITIAL WEIGHT WEIGHT WATER

IMPINGER 1 (1120) .231 2- 2 o 03 2

IMPINGER 2 (1120)

IMPINGER 3 (Dry)
0 0 0

IMPINGER 4 (Siles, Gel) 269 .

Total Weight of Water Collected
.. ..... . * .... ....

II. ~~~~~GASES (Drr) ___________

ITEM ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSIS ANALYSISAEAG
I 2 4 AVRG

VOL % CO 2

VOL % 02

VOL % CO

VOL % N2

OEH F R M 20Vol 
% N2  (100% -%C 2 -% 02 .%CO)

MAY 761 74
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'KVISIBLE EMIISSIO4N O2SERVATION FCORM

~ C373aOBERVATION DATE START TIME END TIME

rJ~ 4 / - 20 _ q2 __19

STRF=EZT AnDRESS 0 is 15 0 AS COMMENTS

CI~~ jSTATE. ZIP 2 0 1.0_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

ff 3 .1c zo 20_ __ _ _

PH-Zlj= (K::Y C- TAC17ISOURCE ID tNumdER . r 2

PRtOC':3EU Er OERATING MODA__ .0 20 hr

OE- -- . C

00,'4TOL ECUIPMENT JPRnGMO

z&ReEAmIS.S:ON FPCZNT ,r2v {I) 20

HEiGHr ABxovE GACUC LEVEL HEIGHT RELAnVE TO CEISERVER 11 /5- z

DISTANCE FRoM% OBSERNER D~jjErTON FROM OBSERv:E- 12 Z zo j r ___________

* Qj End E~r r/ =d13zp

DSCRIBE Th4MSCN b

Et.ISIC 1;: WATER DRP T .I2o zcp 0 I
slr Y 1 End jAzlachp-d .0 Detachpnd 0 16 I 4 20 P
P:1-1.4THE PLU-M OPACITY WAS DE=t=hMINEO 170 _____ ___________

DOESC.RIBE PLUME BACKGROUND Is 1 20to

stat End 1

BAO-(GRCU-ND CCLOR. CONDITION1-S ______ ___ ___________

Stan? E nd I o~w:r Enmd 20 z 0 Z 2U 2 OP_ __ ___ __ _

W-INO /0K4% End WiND DIP=ECTION 21 20 6p 0 j 2

sat l (. En mlEnd__ ____ _ _ _ _ _

AM3IEPTT TEFMP JwET B3ULB TEMP 22 .Pfcmfe2 Z

S~art Erd 23

S kSou;;CS LAYOUT SKETCH Draw NormT Arm'w 2

Sun +
Wit-d -2: 06 2 4 Z4

(~~ion~o~nj~ 27 Z~ Aq l. 0 t _ _ _ _ _ _ _

C) ~28 z 0 zo L o __________

29 2C ~ J _________

0 30 Lo J10. J

0 ER'S NA-

DE0 I TR DATE
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VISIBLE EMISSION O2SERVATION FORM N 2

0'6pIN- Y ,N AI asERvAT1NAE START TSOC ENO TIE

STREET MDRNSS OEPis 0 45 COMENTS

.20 j.o Z 0o Ip1

C~~t54 STATE ZI1 q20120,

-t-. W7-#5- rrt 2',-2r~ :< I ,-I, 1Io

HPGR O - G,-yUIP% ± 20'V 
Jj hIGHTRELAVEO_____V

CO07 AOL ECUIPMENT OPERAniNG M4OE

I~ " 0 2 zC' z c,_ __ _

CESCRIE EISSjNT 8 20 L9 20 2 5C9________

,  
.20i 2" .2" _ _67_C7

-o c9~ 20- 12
HEIGHT ABOVE GROUD LEVEL HEIGHT RELATIVE TO OBSERVER ?I. 1 i e'I_____________

OQ' / : start / &rv' Endr J

DISTANCE FROM OBSEFrVE.RI DIRECTION FROM OBSERVER 1If- zo zo zo

S n ' I E nd S !ar l / t/A lt E nd 13 -o Z _ __Z_ _ _ _ _ _ _

DESCRIBE EkMISSNS 1 0zC
SF L) End-_ I
Et.'JSSIC.N COLO V: WATER DROPLET PLUME i5 .0 Z0IZO

Staurt qr*-f. End_ Aachad 0 Detached C - - -

PO-NT I T. PLUME AVHICH PACrrY WAS DETERMINED f z

S,-.2 ' z-. End 17o zo zo

DESCRIBE PLU-ME BACKGROUND is Z

Stant 3~ End 19 . ,

BACKGCROUND CCLOR 1SKY CONDITIONS 40' yo.C~ '/vp ~ 1

Sir Er-. Stat d4Mlc-*./End 20 ,,

VAND S7EED' WIND DIRECTION -

Sta.i /5' End StartE 5 /_ 
_ 

End 21 r_ _ _ Z_
7 _ _

AhBIENT TEMAP WET BULB TEMP RH. pec& 22 ,,Z '.lz ________

Suan -39 End25i.1 20 I 2
Sw-.k SOURCE LAYOUT SKETCH Ora. Norm ArrowJ 

7

w :".-02S zo 0 2 0 i o ________

Wu 2d .-.

Su +i 
250o 2 o o

oErn ission 27 . 20 zo

28 cp 20C 20 jo~

05 RI IS AM'S N fl. P RIN .

Obser.'.$a Posil~on KA T4 '1d 5/

OBS RS NA DATEC114

..caIIO.NAL •4. OANnT CE CE Y DATE_
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VISIBLE EMISSION 02SERVATION FORM

t.' . Xs ?%YcaSRVATION- OAfE jSTART n.'.Is END TIME

isjr co,.um -7 7 6s

cIT STATE ZIP 2 21 C7 L 20  2r

ptIo.CNE (KEY CC.'(rACT) SOURCE 10 NU~JdEA
107 20 12 C 20C

PROCESS E79 ;JP%4ENT OPERATING 1MODE 1 0 20 20..I.i~ _________

CO.NTROAL ECUPMET OP R TN MOOE0 I ~ ~ 2
[. 4- -~PRfNMO if z20 120 Z V_ _______

CESCRIeE EPMISSION PC.WT .20 10 [ 2'0 20 _________

' 
20. 6 20____ ___

10 .70 V J' 20 2

HEIGH r ABOVE GACUNO LEVEL. HEIGHT RELATIVE TO OBSERVER 11 [2 S ___________

DISTANCE FROM OCE.E-FVER DIRECTION FRO&A OBSERVER 12 Ila j 010 f 20

S-mn ) 0 1 End ,,.*I /JjEnd 1 o I; 1v 2c

(O=ScR;IB EMiSS;ONS 14 7t2-r 12

2S~jC.'4COL ~ IF WATER DAOPLET PLUME is5 fhf. 3o 0 ______0____

SianE nd A.-lch-d 0l Deachrd C %c I Z a0

PO;?4T IT"& PLUMiE A7 70HICH QPACrrY WAS DE--z'TEM#NED -

Sta 4A.r/4 a End -~ 2fL~ z f r___ __

DESCAIB=E PLUME SACXGF5ROUN0 EnIB1 z zf

Start End 20d 19~ T- - ~ __________

BACX(CRCUX0 CCLOR SKY CON~rmONS 2 r - -r L

Stan_1!±_ EndStatEnd_2 20 Zr lL.10 _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _

VIINO ;-Cd WIND DIpCION 2 f 2

Stant I f z. A End S~artfl Ed 21 10-r.

A1MENT 7TEPAP En WET 1BULB TEMAP FtH.pf 22 z r zI Ij-

End -370z

ICC SOURCE LAYOUT SKETCH Drw Norm Arrow

.A 24 2EL ;olz r____
Pr 2Sd

Wid- --- 26 z r z r zr zr _ __ _ __ _

X Eisio&o'n~ AJA 27 j 0 30 Jo r____________

29 j _ __ _ _ __ _ _ _

-t ~j530 z -zr Lf-

0bsr~i ~055 R'S NAMe . ,z~,.

ORAfNIZ!ATOMe
Sun Loas' Ln 't 4 4 r..~f &

ACOTO-A IFAAINCFRTIE0 010' jJ ~ IDATIE4&f
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METER BOX CALIBRATION DATA AND CALCULATION FORM,

(English units)

Date ~/s,,- c( Meter box number

Barometric pressure, P ,3 in. Hg Calibrated by -'Au_ L e

Gas volume Temperature
Orifice Wet test Dry gas Wet test Dry gas meter

manometer meter meter meter Inlet Outlet Avg' Time
setting (V), (Vd), (t), (td ), (td ), (td)1 (0),( Ij),Id o d Y. L H,3 I . 2-,

ft ft OF F 0 F 0F min in

005 5 7 0 % " 61 "70 £ 0,qq .

L. 1.0 5 7- 7 - 7 " - 7 .- .j Tq 1. V i ;. g9i

3.1 1.5 1 0 _. 70.. g 76 Dxf 77 I 40% f g4__ _ _ __ 7''___ __,___"

.? 2.0 f 10 IV " I 7 € - "  7 . 13.s I. O.

q~3.0 10 t-4- Lfi.' . __ __

. 4 .0 1 0 1 0 I'). X . "-

Avg .0too- I.

E V w P @b (td + 460) 0 07 460) S

F 0 13.6 iA 1 FK+40
*2 (P + -) (t + 460) bw

0.5 10.03681 V (0.031X7o.,i )

1.0 0.0737 (V.- Vmn € " .,,0 .037- ) -(-1,6,2o .. 7

unde t .. (7_U4

1.5 A0.110 /(t s

2.0 10.147 --- Il, &.417 (1 ) _________

0A~ A& - i

4.0 jO.294 Y; : X3,)(92" a 7QAl A)

a In e re ms o l n h rometer on the dry gas meter, record the tempera t-ue

QUallfty Assurance Handbook M4-21.3 (frot: s -de'
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APPENDIX K

EPA Computer Program Emissions Calculations
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XROM "BETH 5" . 'I ' .,XOM,'METH 5, /. XROM "METH 5"
RUN NE'dE I :RUN'NUMBER ,'A;- 2 RUN NUMBER .. ,, .OHE, ~~~~ ~ ~ TRE BOILER 3,1 E 2, . . - .
ONE, BOILER 3, 13 FEB 92 TWO, BOILER 3,, 13'FEB 92.- THREE, BOILER

,ETER .RUN .... ''. '. ;.: RUN , 13FEB 92
METER BOX Y? *' METER BOX Y- 7 ':- RUN

1.8848 RUII .. . . ,, 1.8848 ., RUN METER BOX"Y?

DELT H'? "D ELTA H 1.884
1.73 0 RUI " .9288 RUN DELTA H?

BAR PRESS ? BAR PRESS,? . 1.2988 RUN
29.830 PUN 29.8838 RUN BAR PRESS ?

METER VOL ? METER VOL ? : 29.8838 RUN
35,9620 PU'~ 30.2818 RL,.I METER VOL ?

MTR TEMP F1 MTR TEMP Fl 35.3798 PUN
44.0001 FUll 54.00 RUNI IR TEMP F?

% OTHER GAS % OTHER GAS OT 51.0 RGAS
REMOVED BEFORE REMOVED BEFORE . : OTHER CRS
DRY GAS METER ? DRY GlS METER ? REMOVED. BEFORE

0.0800 0 8.0888 RUN- DRY GAS METER "

STATIC HON IN? STATIC HOP IN ? - 8.8808 RU-. 1250 PUO z. 1258 RUN STAIC HOH IN '
STACK TEMP. STACK TEMP. - -.1250 RUN

229.0000 RUN 227.8888 RUN STACK TEMP.
ML. WATER ? ML. WATER ? 227.080 RUN

45.7&-', RUN 38.4008 RUN ML. WATER ?

IMP. % HOH = 5.5 IMP. ; HO =5.6 33.71., 1UN
IMP. %; HOW = 4.2

.0 H. 
..... ., 

6 
HOH=4.2

:¢ OXYGEN? '4 QW. 7, ',60 RUN
12.Z800 RUH I.2088 PUN

% CO 7 ZQ ? " -" 13.80088 RUN
0,0000 RUN 0.8808 RUN % CO ? . I

MOL WT OTHER? MOL WT OTHER? 0.8880 PUN
M R11 RUN MOL WT OTHER?M'Wd = 9.70 Mild =29.72 M: .29 6 P I
MW WET=29.06 MW NET=29.86 . ' M .6U

MW WET=29.15SORT PSTS ? SORT PSTS ) "- '

4.437 RUl I I I '4 .,

.... ..TME MI '9 SORT PSTS "

60.0008 RU14 .34 U.... DIIC Mlt Pl 4TIME 4I 9"TIE"68:o.
-NHOZZLE DIA 1NZE I-' ..- •4960 PuH 6,0 .:v' 00 .. .

i, STK DAIA INCH ? : 4..,STHNIZZLEINC ! ?
66.0800e RUN R ' ....,.+,,,4 Xa:.

* VOL MTR STD - 36.811 1 'T. ! I CH ? ,,'. -:
STK PPES ABS: 29.07 "R T 6.O@-0 RUNVOL HOH GAS 2.15 TI K- ' RE K? *'.

, MOISTURE= 5.51 :MTh STD 35. . .
ROL DRY GAS 0,945 .I,) JTK PRES ABS,2?, 7
% NITROGEN 80.20 DY VOL NON GAS I..59 ,"
MOL WT DRY 29.70 - -;AITROGEH-'8 I MOISTURE . 4.4 ; !

MOL T MET 23.86 .. UWDRY,,= 7e MOL DRY GAS ' I
VELOCITY FPS = 1e.96 R"MOL MTET 'E T NITROGEN = 8o. 8o
STACK AREA Z3.76 VE4O, YFPS z ROL MT DRY = 29,64 "

"1 " STACK.ACFM- il ,627 . .K' lREA' 13 MOL WT WET 29. 15 .

STACK TDSCFM. 10,995. . VELOCITY FPS t 10.69
' ISOKIOETIC'=: 7 I STACK A 2REA ='3.7(

O HE ' STACK ACFM = 15,241.

END OF FTELD DATAi i,.T , * STACK DSCFM = iQ .=:.&"
END OF FIELD DATA,%; ISOKINETIC D ,%
END OF FIEL DAT....... .... . . . . .. .. . END OF. FIELP rixT-
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I M--

.'XROM .SSFLO XROM "SSFL Zi XROM "MASSFLO"

RUN NUMBER R.!
RUN L RUH NUME.OR RUN NUMBER 3.0000 RU4

VOL MTR sTn ? VOL TP 7 VOL MTR STD?

STACKi DSCF M858 R 35.792*e PI il'

STRCK DSCF STACK D17 STACK DSCFM ?•:"- 10,,995.8 " @P '-
E18,-72. 8e1 FL" 18,899. 8888EROHT 1/2 MG .? FRONT 1/2 MG FRONT I/2- MG "?

: "4 2 2 . 1 6 0 " N e, ! 0 3 19 .3 0 0 e ,;
BACK /2 MG 

M

S1/ .... BACK 1/2 MG 7 BACK R;2 MC... RU LI ;.!

F GR/DSCF 6.176S F GR/DSCF = 0.1567 F GR/DSCF 0.1377

F MG/MNMM 0.57F L8.'HM = 48. : F MG/MMM = 3.57,553? F MG/MMN 315.@358
F LB/HR= 16.486 - F LB/HR = 11.802 F LB'HR 12.8611

, G . . F KGHR = 5.3'," F KG/HP 5.8338
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XROM "METH 5" XROM *METH 5- XROM "HETH 5"

RUH NUMBER RUN NUMBER RUN NUMBER - .

BOILER 4, RUN I BOILER 4, RUN 2 BOILER 4, RUN 3 '
RUN RUN R

METER BOX Y' METER BOX Y? METER BOX Y? " ',

1.804P RUN 1.0848 RUN "1.6840 ,RUN
DELTA H? DELTA H? DELTA H? .' -

1.489@ RUH 1.3500 RU" 1.398 , RUN

BAR PRESS ? BAR PRESS ? BAR PRESS ? '

3 .23.. RUN 16.2380 RUN 38.2380 RUN
VTT VOL METER VOL ? METER VOL ?

37.6898 RUP 36.0670 RUN 36.3288 RUN
'T _EI F F? MTR TEMP Fl MTR TEMP F?

47.888 Rliti 49.8000 RUN 45.800. 'RUN

OTHER GAS % OTHER GAS % OTHER GAS

REMOVED BEFORE REMOVED BEFORE REMOVED BEFORE

DRY GAS METER ? DRY GAS METER ? DRY GAS METER ?
RU' RUN : RUN

STATIC HON IN ? STATIC HON IN ? STATIC NON IN ?

-. 1080 RUN -.1880 RUN -. 88O RUN

STACK TEMP. STACK TEMP. STACK TEMP.

268.0@08 RUN 267.0880 RUN 276.88 RUN

ML. WATER ? ML. WATER ? ML. WATER ?

47.980 RUN 53. 4008 RUH 54.9888 RUN

IMP. % HO 5.3 IMP. % N O 6.2 IMP. HO= 6.3

% HOH=5.3 %. HOH=6.2 % NOH=6.3
,C02? "" 02 C02?

, - ? 9.2008 RUN 8.9088 RUN

% OXYGEN? OXYGEN? % OXYGEN?
11.28018.780 RUN 18.9800, RUN
11,CO2"8" CO ? % CO. '' .?',

• C , RUH ' RUN -

MOL WT OTHER? MOL MT OTHER? MOL WT OTHER?
Md =2984 RU Mid =29.90 RUN MWd =29.86 RUN

MW WET=2-'.21 MW WFT=29.16 MW ET=29.12,

SORT PSTS -' SORT PSTS ? SORT PSTS ?-

4.9146 RUNN 4.7383 RUN , -TIME MINRUN' 6 8 RU8 8
TIME MIN.? TIME MIN ? TIM ," ... IN, ,,

• 6 9 .9 9 9 R U N6 0 .9 8 0 / R U N "" ..6 9. 98 0 0 0 ",

NOZZLE DIPOZZLE DiR ? : . ' . . NOZZLE DIR ?

.4968 RUN 1..4968 /1 ,RUN ' , P1 -v , RU.46.. ...IP INCHT-q.I H IN .'. -.

STK DIl iNCH ? STK DiR INCH, ,._, ST, DIAINCH?

66.088 RUN 66.080 -RUN 66.9

, VOL MTR STD = 39.959 * VOL MTR STD 38.977 * VOL MTR STD 38.668;:'

STK PRES A B = 38.22 STK PRES ABS = 38.22 STK PRES ABS 38.22 .

VOL HON GAS = 2.25 VOL HON GAS = 2.51 VOL NON GAS -

%. MOISTURE :5.34 %. MOISTURE = 6.19 : MOISTURE 6.27

MOL DRY GAS z 8.947 MOL DRY GAS 8 8.938 MOL DRY GAS =

% HITROGEh = 80 :" NITROGEN= 8'.18 Z NITROGEN =882 8 ' i,

MOL MT DRY = 29.84 MOL MT DRY = 29.98 ' NOL MT,DRY = 29.86". .

MOL MT WET = 29.21 MOL MT MET = 29.16 ROL MT NET = 29.12,"

VELOCITY FPS = 11.88 VELOCITY FPS = 11.44 VELOCITY FPS =11.71 '.",
STACK AREA = 23. "P, STACK AREA = 23.76 f STACK, EA =.23.6Yj$7
STACK ACFM = 16,33. STACK ACFM = 16,31. , STACK ICFM 16,688;.-.",

* STACK DSCFM = 11-:373. * STACK DSCFM = 11,226. -* STACKDSCFM :11,335.

% ISOKINETIC ':9.77 % ISOKINETIC =18.15 . .', ,ISOKINETIC =1.I ,
-' , ,:,. : ,', .-

END OF FIELD - END OF FIELD DATP END OF IELD DATA
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XROM 'METH 5'
XROM "METH "11OM "METV 5" RUN NUMBER

RUN NUMBER RUN NUMBER THREE, BOILEP 5
ONE, BOILER 9,, 20 FEB ', TWO, BOILER 5. 20 FEB 92 20 FEE 92P[H', RUN U

METER BOX '? METER 80;: l -, METER BG Y'
.40 RH -. 8840 P: 1. 8840 P !;!'

DELTA H? DELTP H' DELTA H"

- --- RUEI
BAPR PRESS BAR FFE: Bpp I

29.339:)0 PI.I 29.3-330 RIJi 2%' 3798 RL.'I

METER 'OL LMEE ? METER YOL ")
~ j4 C P1k .. ...7620 RUI

MTR TEMP F? MTR TEMP F7 MTR TE.P F?
48.0800 P111 47. OP O Ri! 46. 000 RUN

% OTHER GAS OTHEF ,AS ? OTHER P7s
REMOVED BEFOPE REMOVED BEFORE REMOVED BEFORE
DRY GAS METER DRY GAS METER ? DR' GP: METER

1.0800 Pir oooo Pj s
STATIC HOH IN ? STPTIC HOH IH STATIC HOH IN *-.1350 PI!! . L58 RU'i -, 1350 PUJN
STACK TEMP. STACK TEMP. STACY'K TEMP.263. 8O80 ;'"20.08OO PU! 259.-. oooo R r,

ML. .ITER ML. WPTE: ML. WATER ?
44. -0 9 "' 45. 4001? PI 40, 9000 Rum

imp. % HOH =  2 IM6. HZ- T M3 IMF. 1 = =. ,

HOH= . 2 ' HOH . . HOH=5.7

I ,P' , 800 PU'i 9. ] piw
* Y'GE- I ' ", O YGEN? p

%' P(.: 10,2.8. R. 1l0,80.8 RI.U.
.-*CO ? I:0 :. CO ?

PI, 00800 F u . .800 RUN
MOL WT OTHER" MOL 1T 'ITHER? MOL NT OTHER?
MWd =30.A Fl. MW -="m M.d 29 ".- R, ,

MW IFT.N.,-,T M MW WET29 2 1
SQOT P",TS ? @RT PS - SORT PT S

195 2 F'- R.10C PUN 6.7816 PIll
TIME MIN 0 TiP MII TIME Mi M

60.00, 0 t 60.P60880 RP1-
NOZZLE DIP NOZZLE DIP N NOZZLE DIP I

.! . : "'P .3780 F'I. .3 780 RUNI
STK DIP INCH ,P STK DIP INCH ? STK DIP INCH

66,AA0 R- 66.0000 RJN 66.000 RUN

* VOL MTR STD = 71.6 45  * O'L MTF: STD = 31.721 * VOL MTR TP = 31.684
STK PRES PBS = 2.3' STK PRES PqBS = 29.33 STK PRES ABS = 29.33
VOL HOH GAS =.18 VOL HOH GAS = 2.14 VOL HOH GAS'= 1.93" MOISTURE = .2
M T = 62 MOISTURE = 6.3!1 MOISTURE z5.73

MOL DRY GS = 8.93? MOL DRY GAS z 8.937 MOL DRY GAS = 0.943%. NITROGEN = 8.1 . - NITPOGEN = 88.0 NITROGEN = 88.18

MOL WT DRY = 38.01 MOL NT DRY = 29.98 MOL WI DRY = 29.89
MOL NT WET = 20-26 MOL NT NET = LTE 9IA. . L -9 .21 MOL WT WET = 29 .2 1
VELOCITY FPS 16.73 VELOCITY FPF 16.71 VELOCITY FPS = 16.;4
STACK AREA = 23.,76 STACK PRER = 23. 76' STACK AREA = 23.76
STACK ACFM = 23,93.r.. STACK PCFM = 23.,... STACK ACFM = 23,719.

* STACK DSCFM 16,069, * STACK DSCFM 16.838. * STACK DSCFM = 16,096.
% ISOrIHETI( 18,13 ISOKINETIC 188.5. . ISOKINETIC 1 881.8O

END OF FIELD IATP Ell, FIEID PqTP END OF FIELD flQT P
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YFO MpC' FO 'MP:'F15 -'PrJ9Mfl~

Ru UriJ'BEI PuIt IIU'SP FUN NUNPEP
110@ PIKfffl ~ B'l113 U

YOL MTF STDl 'iVL r ATO VOL MTR STP
T.4F3 Qir W- 31,640 pi;r

STWY-! DS.Fo i 3TiKI F, R 332C SM -C
16.01 0 WT.,f~'.1 16,. 00 112 16Cm FLl,096@0k Pi~f

FRONT L! N- WPF 0 HG" FON HT I NC
64,910P 76,@0 P%.! 732.2000l FW:

PAFV 11 ,RC 1ih , 2 MA BAiCK 1 MG -
R": FT

F GP/DSfF = 0.14 GP/'Dr = .741 F SFvDSfF = 0.566%

F MG!MM" 718.443,: tiMAl 856 1037 F NGAM - IF
F LBIHF 41 2Wi' LB NF 91 A F LB:HF -40 'H'4

FH KG:H 3H2 ' F PON 21122'
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APPENDIX L

EPA Method 9 Certification
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The Texas Air Control Board
Certilies That

RAMION A. CINTRON-OCASIO
Has compited a course conducted by The Texas Air Control Board ad
has met the requirements for evaluating visible emission.

October 18, 1991
Del. C.ufld

> ~April 17, 1992
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